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A detailed analytical and experimental study of the sensitivity of
Wave Digital Filters has been conducted. The results indicate that the
wave digital filter tends to achieve the same low sensitivity character-
istic as the analogue circuit from which it was derived. Other results
indicate relatively higher sensitivity to terminating resistance values
compared with internal element values, lower sensitivity for algorithms
derived from simple rather than multiple elements, and higher sensitivity
at the critical frequencies. Finally the rms error due to the quantiza-
tion in the number of bits in the multiplier coefficients has been
measured at approximately 3 db per bit for the many examples tested.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SCOPE
A. INTRODUCTION
Signal processing is necessary in diverse areas of science and engi-
neering, such as communication, social sciences, biomedical, control,
radar, acoustics, telemetry, and intelligence and information gathering,
etc. In general this process can be done with analogue (continuous
time), or digital (discrete time, discrete amplitude) signals.
With the advent of LSI and VLSI, microprocessors, the need for effi-
cient digital signal processing algorithms becomes more and more impor-
tant. >fuch of the current literature is devoted to design of the linear
algorithms, under the title of digital filters. Important factors in
designing the digital algorithms are, time of the calculation, imple-
mentation, accuracy (error), etc.
Although there is evidence that direct digital filter design is
possible [1], nearly all of the digital filter design algorithms use
the analogue to digital transformation techniques. It is interesting
to note that the rapid development of the digital signal processing is
partly because of the existence of the well established theory on the
analogue techniques and partly because of the abundance of the general
purpose digital computers.
The digital computer and specially microprocessors , being physical
objects from space and economical point of view, can only accommodate
for finite precision in the size of the digital filter multiplier co-
efficients. Thus the need for digital filter algorithms with low sen-
sitivity to digital filter multiplier coefficients arises.
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Fettweis [2] in order to design a low sensitivity digital algorithm
has proposed an alternative digital filter design method, namely wave
digital filter, in which analogue LC circuit is transformed into dis-
crete algorithm using wave or scattering matrix parameters. This ap-
proach in design is different from the conventional design techniques,
because we have a new set of variables which are referred to as "incident
and reflected wave parameters".
Wave digital filter design is believed to be difficult to understand,
and is therefore generally avoided. But in reality this is not the case.
In fact, to design a wave digital filter one need not go into the details
of the algorithm development. One merely needs to know some basic facts
and then can use the final wave digital filter equations and tables in
order to design the required filter.
It is a well known fact that analogue LC networks have very low sen-
sitivity to variation in LC component values, upon this fact Fettweis
and others have argued that, since the wave digital multiplier coeffi-
cients are derived from the LC parameters of the parent circuits, they
should also have the same favorable low sensitivity characteristics to
multiplier coefficients. Furthermore it is also known that the digital
algorithms with low sensitivity to multiplier variations also exhibit
minimum round-off noise due to quantization after multiplication of these
multipliers with signals. As a result it is conjectured that the wave
digital filter will have minimum round-off noise properties when compared
with other digital filter algorithms. The purpose of this thesis is
to analyze and check this conjecture.
18

B. SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION
In order to develop and study the wave digital filter, the research
in this thesis is divided into seven chapters. In Chapter II a brief
discussion of the general digital filter theory is given. The presenta-
tion contains only selected and necessary background required for wave
digital filter theory development in this thesis later on. Also in-
cluded in this chapter are A B C D matrix theory, and the concept of
the delay free feedback which plays an essential role in the wave digi-
tal filter theory development. Necessary sensitivity theory background used
in the sensitivity analysis of digital filter is discussed briefly in
Chapter III. The development of wave digital filter theory is done in
Chapter IV. This development is straightforward and general in a sense
that only one algorithm is developed for both series and shunt element.
The effect of sampling interval is also introduced for the first time
into the wave digital filter algorithms. Four useful tables of wave
digital iterative algorithms for simple L and C elements in both series
and shunt configuration are also given. The delay free path which plays an
essential role in wave digital filter theory is emphasized throughout
this chapter. The studies of the sensitivity of the wave digital filter
to quantization in the number of bits of the multiplier coefficients is
done in Chapter V. To do these studies in a fairly general sense, three
different wave digital filter algorithms developed in Chapter IV are
used with two different conventional digital filters for the given
filter. A total of nine different filter types with different terminat-
ing source resistances were examined and compared with each other to
arrive at a general conclusion. Chapter VI presents a specialized in-
depth study of the sensitivity of the simple wave digital filter
19

algorithm. In this chapter sensitivity distribution along the filter
structure was examined in order to understand the sensitivity behavior
of the subsections of the wave digital filter on the overall sensitivity
of the wave digital filter. Chapter VII summarizes the new results and
proposes future research ideas related to the wave digital filter theory.
There are three appendices. Appendix 1 includes an example to show
the nearly exact equivalence between the wave digital filter and the
conventional digital filter, both in the time domain and frequency domain
when infinite precision arithmetic is used. The rest of the appendices
include ten computer programs. The computer programs are used to derive
the results of the main text. It is important to note that in order to
facilitate the better understanding of the computer programs, explana-
tory remarks are made in the comment cards. These computer programs are
in FORTRAN IV and can be used on any standard general purpose digital
computer capable of dealing with FORTRAN IV scientific computer language.
Finally it is important to note that in this thesis for easy access,
the references are given at the end of each chapter, rather than




1. A. G. Constantinides, Digital Notch Filters, Electronics Lett. Vol
5, No. 9, pp. 198-199, May 1969.
2. .Alfred Fettweis , Digital filter structures related to classical
filter networks, AEU, Vol. 25, No. 2, pp. 79-89, February 1971,






The main intent of this chapter is to briefly review general digital
filter theory in order to establish the background necessary for
the main subject of this thesis, i.e. wave digital filters. The design
of the conventional digital filter is a well established subject. Thus
it will be dealt very briefly. Also discussed in this chapter is
the A B C D parameter matrix theory, which will be used later on followed
by the concept of the delay- free feedback path or delay- free loop in the
digital two port network which are used in deriving the causal wave
digital filter algorithms in Chapter IV. z domain transform theory is
assumed as a background and is not discussed.
B. GENERAL REYIBi OF DIGITAL FILTER DESIGN
The design of electronic filters in the analogue domain is a well
established subject, which not only includes very sophisticated tech-
niques, but also has some very well established supporting computer pro-
grams as well. Much of the development of the digital filter has been
directed towards the transfer of these results from the analogue domain
to the digital domain.
In the most general sense a digital filter is a linear, shift in-
variant discrete time system which is realized using finite precision
arithmetic. The design of the digital filters involves three basic
steps
:
(1) the specification of the desired properties of the system
22

(2) the approximation of these specifications using a causal dis-
crete time system
(3) the realization of the system using finite precision arithme-
tic
Note that these three steps are not independent of each other. In
this thesis we are mainly interested in step 2 and to some extent on
step 3.
C. METHODS OF DESIGNING THE DIGITAL FILTER
An important class of techniques for designing infinite impulse re-
sponse filters to be realized recursively is based on a transformation
of a continuous time filter. This class comprises at least three tech-
niques .
1. Impulse Invariance Method
The impulse invariance method, also called standard z transforma-
tion (or standard z) , is a technique in which the impulse response of
the derived digital filter is identical to the sampled impulse response
of the continuous time filter. If the impulse response of the filter is
h(t) then the sampled impulse response will be
h (t) = h(t).5T Ct) (2.1)
where o~(t) is the sampling function and is defined by
1 t=nT
V^ = { t#iT where n=0,1,2,.
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It can be shown that the Laplace transform of h (t) will be
K=co
H*(s) = IIZ h(S + ^T (2 ' 2)
K=-oo






from the relationship z = e it is seen that the strips of width -— in
the s plane map into the entire z plane as depicted in Figure 2.1, the
left half of s plane strip maps into the interior of the unit circle,
and the imaginary axis of the s plane maps onto the unit circle in such
2tt
a way that each segment of length
-f- is mapped once around unit circle.
Thus, the mapping is not a one to one mapping, and hence it can easily
be shown that the impulse invariance response is only satisfactory if
HCs) is band limited. .And as in most cases if H(s) is not sufficiently
band limited K(z) is an aliased version of H(s) . Therefore the tech-
nique is used for narrow band filter design or else H(s) is broken into
cascaded subsections of first order and second order sections with
guard filters in between, which in some cases is a tedious job. Also
it is clear from equation C2-2) that due to the —multiplier, the
digital filters derived using the impulse invariance method have a gain
approximately - to that of continuous time filter, which should be taken
into account in the design.
2. Matched z Transform





continuous time filter by the substitution of (s-s-,) -> (l-e » z ).
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This means that poles of H(z) will be identical to those obtained by
impulse invariant method; however the zeros will not correspond.
3. Designs Based on Numerical Solution of Analogue Differential
Equations
a. Conventional Digital Filter Design
In this method, the differential equation of the analogue
filter is approximated by a recursive equation, which is the standard
procedure in Numerical Analysis. There are three basic numerical inte-
gration techniques, namely,
(i) Euler forward integration
(ii) Euler backward integration
(iii) bilinear integration
All these techniques plus many others are described fully in the litera-
ture. And there is no need to go into details for all of these tech-
niques, but because of the importance of bilinear transformation we de-
scribe it briefly.
The approach uses the algebraic transformation
2 1-7
s = | [i-2-] (2.4)T l+z _i





This transformation has the effect of mapping the entire left half s
plane into the inside of the unit circle and entire right half of the
s plane into the outside of the unit circle as shown in Figure 2.2. This





Fig. 2.1 Mapping of fCs) into fCz) as per relationship z - e x . Note
that the area between the strips tt/T and -tt/T map into the
entire z plane in such a way that the area on the left half
plane strip maps into the inside of the unit circle and the
area on the right half s plane strip maps outside the unit
circle. The process is repeated infinitely many times thus





real axis real axis
Fig. 2.2. Bilinear mapping of f(s) into f(z) as per relationship s =




go t n ,T
-|_ = tan
-p (2.6)
where go is the critical frequency of analogue filter and Q As the
critical frequency of the digital filter. Because of this warping of
the frequency scale this design technique is most useful in obtaining
digital design of filters whose frequency response can be divided up
into a finite number of pass bands and stop bands in which the response
is essentially constant. Figure 2.3 shows the frequency response of an
analogue filter and its approximated digital frequency response using
bilinear transform techniques.
From Figure 2.3 it is obvious that if we require the critical fre-
quency of the digital filter to be say at 0, jthen we have to frequency
scale the critical frequency of the analogue filter by a factor
Tfactor = »— co . (2.7)
2 tan f
Typical frequency selective analogue filters are Butterworth, Chebyshev,
and Elliptic filters. Note that all these filters have closed form
analogue design formulas and by the use of bilinear transformation we
can easily get approximate closed form digital filter algorithms.
A Butterworth filter is a monotonic in the pass band and in the
stop band.
A Chebyshev filter has an equiripple characteristic in the pass
band and monotonic in the stop band, or vice versa.
.An Elliptic filter is equiripple in both pass band and stop band.
Clearly these properties will be preserved when the filter is mapped to













Figure 2.3, Transformation of analogue filter H(s) into digital filter
using bilinear transform S = -Cz-l)/TCz+ l) •
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b. Wave Digital Filter Design
This technique basically uses the bilinear transformation of the
analogue to digital design exactly the same as part a iii, but the
attempt is made only on LC filters having input and output terminating
resistances of R, and R^.
In this technique each reactive element in the analogue ladder
structure is transformed into a two port signal flow structure using the
bilinear transformation and wave flow techniques, and at the same time
matching the port one impedance of the derived two port structure to
the port two impedance of the previously derived element, thus
eliminating mismatch between the succeeding elements. The details of
this and its implementation are left for Chapter IV. Note that the
idea is a very basic one and can be applied on many varieties of common
filters
.
D. CHAIN OR A B C D MATRIX THEORY
The analysis of any passive linear network with several inputs and
outputs can be done in many ways. The most usual ones are signal flow
graph, system matrix equations, input/output algorithms, transform matrix
equations, etc. However, for systems of order higher than 2, most of
the above analysis becomes tedious and prone to mistakes due to system
complexity. A most useful and convenient method of dealing with a com-
plex system is, whenever possible, to break the system into several sub-
systems and interrelate these subsystems by a chain matrix, thus allow-
ing each subsystem to be analyzed and investigated separately one at a
time, without even thinking about the rest of the system. To illustrate
the point consider the network N of Figure 2.4 with wave inputs a, and
a
?
and wave outputs b and b
n
. The relationship between port 2 and port
L 1 u










Fig. 2.4. A general two port structure with inputs a, and a? and
















































Fig. !.5. A general two port structure with inputs a., and a2 and
outputs b, and b 7 into and out of the system boundaries
respectively. Note that the system of Fig. 2.4 is
equivalent to the system of Fig. 2.5 if the inputs








Now if we can break network N into several subnetworks inside the dotted
line without touching the input and output ports, the resulting network
will be exactly the same as network N. Note that the networks N-, and N
2
resulting from network N do not necessarily have to have equal subsec-
tions as shown in Fig. 2.5. Note also how the consistency in the wave-
flow direction is maintained.



























































Note that equations (2.8), C2.13) are identical. This simple example
clearly demonstrates how a system when made up of only two simple sub-
systems N-, and N2 which are easy to be analyzed each separately, when
combined into the system N becomes a complex system, and very difficult
to get analyzed.
Note that in the first case it is a very easy job to analyze subele-
ments A,
,
B, , C, and D, of system N-, or that of the system N?. While
clearly the analysis of the element A = A-.A-? + B7C1 etc. of the system
N will not be an easy job, and in most cases when the system is made up
of more than 2 subsystems it is a tedious if not an impossible task.
Thus equation C2.12) clearly demonstrates the fundamental property of
the chain matrix analysis.
Whenever two or more than two pairs are connected in cascade the chain
matrix of the composite network will be the product of the individual
chain matrices. Since in general matrix multiplication is not commutative,
it is important that the matrices be multiplied in the same order as the
circuits are cascaded. It can easily be shown that if all the individual
matrices are reciprocal the composite two port will also be reciprocal.
E. CONCEPT OF DELAY FREE FEEDBACK PATH, OR DELAY
FREE LOOP IN A TWO PORT NETWORK
As mentioned in section II -D the relationship between port two and
port one of a subsection of a general causal system such as that of Fig.
2.5 can best be described by the equation C2.3), i.e.'





a-, are the output and input quantities at port one and b2*>
a
?
' are the output and input quantities at port two. This equation can
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Note that for a causal digital system the values f, (z) , f7 (z), f,(z)
and f«(z) are of the form
f(3) =
a„ + a, z + — + a-z + — az






- + b-z" 1 + --- bz~n
i n
(2.17)
Note also that when written in terms of positive exponents of z, the
order of z in the numerator must be equal to or less than the order of the
denominator for causality. With this in mind the iterative equations
derived from equation (2.15) are
b-,(jO = a-, a, (n) + 3-, a9 ' (n) + weighted values of past inputs at
port one and port two plus weighted
values of past outputs at port one
(2.18)
and
b~,'(n)= a. a (n) + 3
?
a^'(n) + weighted values of past inputs at
port one and port two plus weighted
values of past outputs at port two
(2.19)
Note that a , a , 6 , 3 ? are merely weighting constants, and equations
(2.18) and (2.19) are both causal and realizable.
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Now if the input a_ ' (n) at the port two is a function of b 9 ' (n) of the
port two, i.e.
a 7 ' (n) = Kb
2
'
(n) + weighted values of past input and
output values at port two (2.20)
which is the case for most cascaded two port systems such as the one
shown in Fig. 2.5 the equations (2.18) and (2.19) further reduce to
b-.(n) = a-,a-,(n) + ^jKby' (ji) + weighted values of past
inputs and outputs at
port one and port two (2.21)
and
b2*(n)= a? a-,(n) + 3oKb-, ' (n) + weighted values of past inputs
at port one and port two plus the
weighted values of past out-
puts at port two (2.22)
Note that the iterative equation (2.22) is not causal since for the cal-
culation of b 7 '(n) it requires b 2 '(n) which is not possible. Thus for
the causality either K must be equal to zero or 3 9 must be equal to zero
which are two distinct cases.
Case 1
By considering Fig. 2.5 it can be seen that a ' b ' are merely
the port one quantities of the second stage. Thus if we are going to
consider the first stage only we cannot force K to be equal to zero.
Thus the only variable left is B 2 an<i by making 6 9 equal to zero we can
make equation (2.22) a valid equation. This condition is referred to
the case of no internal delay free path from a7 ' to b^' or no delay free
path in port two. Thus to implement this condition the order of the







As it was noted in the Case 1 since a2
', b
2
' are merely port one
quantities of the second stage. If we can make b-^'Cn) of the second
stage to be independent of the a ' (n) of the second stage and only
dependent on the past inputs and outputs of the port one of the second
stage, then we have actually managed to make a2
' (n) of the first stage
to be independent of b2 '(n) of the first
stage. This can be done by
forcing a, = in the second stage. This condition is referred to
the case of no internal delay free path from a-, to b-, or no delay free
path in port one. Note that to implement this condition the order of
A
1 c^r1 (z)-B1 Cz)c1 Cz)
the numerator of the function f,(z) = — D~7T) must ^e at
least one order lower than that of the denominator.
F. SUMMARY
In this chapter we have reviewed briefly the ground work required
for the matched two port wave digital filter theory and design.
The contents of this chapter are used throughout this thesis . No
particular mention of any reference has been made since most of the
subjects discussed are well established and details can be found in most
digital filter design handbooks or papers. It is worthwhile to note
that the concept of delay free feedback path, though important, in most
papers reviewed were merely stated without any proof. Thus in this
chapter an attempt was made to prove it in the most general sense.
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III. GENERAL DISCUSSION ON SENSITIVITY THEORY
RELATED TO WAVE DIGITAL FILTERS
A. INTRODUCTION
The main intent of this chapter is to start with the low sensitivity
properties of the doubly terminated analogue LC structure and then extend
this property to the wave digital filter. Later on in the chapter we
explain briefly the development of wave digital filter theory. It is not
the intention to go into details, but merely to give an overview of pre-
vious works for which full development is available in the references.
Another objective of this chapter is to briefly discuss the different
wave digital filter structures and algorithms which are all called wave
digital filters, each structure having its own characteristics and limita-
tions. The newcomer to this field will be astonished by the many differ-
ent structures and algorithms which are present in the literature; all
of them are offered under the same name of wave digital filter.
Later in this chapter a natural development of the wave digital
filter theory is traced from the initial conjecture of Fettweis up to
the present day state of the art.
3. DEFINITION OF SENSITIVITY
The term sensitivity of a certain filter structure has a broad mean-
ing, and the literature is full of different definitions for sensitivity
functions meeting a specified requirement. But in general all of the
definitions end up more or less to the following:
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As the filter element values or coefficients are varied about their
true value, the filter pole and zero locations are shifted correspond-
ingly, causing a change in the magnitude and phase characteristic of the
filter. A mean shift in the characteristic can be computed on a point by
point basis and used as a figure of merit, but it may be meaningless
when determining whether or not the original filter specifications are
met. Therefore sensitivity must be interpreted in terms of several
factors to include such parameters as bandwidth, cut-off frequency,
ripple in the pass and stop band, etc. Several sensitivity functions
are most commonly used. They are
Ci) Q sensitivity and pole frequency sensitivity
Cii) Root sensitivity
(iii) Coefficient sensitivity
Civ) Frequency response sensitivity, etc.
Note that most of these sensitivity functions are meaningful and for
most cases there is a relationship between most of these sensitivity
functions with each other [12].
Since in this thesis we are mainly interested in the parameter or co-
efficient sensitivity, thus no discussion of the other sensitivity func-
tions will be made.
C. DEFINITION OF PARAMETER SENSITIVITY
For the function H(C,, C,,..., C,..., C ), where H is a function
of multiparameter (C,, C~,..., C-,..., C ), the parameter sensitivity
H of the system to any change of variables or elements C- is defined in
several ways










"gr *H 0r "3C i ' semi "logarithmic
i i sensitivity
and all of these sensitivity functions are discussed fully in the literature
[12], [13], [14], [15].
D. QUANTIZATION ERROR IN DIGITAL FILTERS AND ITS SENSITIVITY EFFECT
.Although tolerance problems which exist in the physical world in the
case of analogue filters, do not exist as such for digital filters, still
there is an interest in obtaining structures with low sensitivity to para-
meter variations. There are several reasons for this. The primary reason
is the fact that the structures with low sensitivity are less affected by
coefficient truncation. Thus element values or coefficients with
shorter word length are sufficient for meeting a given specification.
The second reason stated and proved by Fettweis [10] is that there exists
a relationship between sensitivity with respect to multiplier variation
and the round off noise at the output of a digital filter. Thus any
improvement in the sensitivity would result in a reduction in the corre-
sponding round -off noise at the output.
In order to compare the coefficient sensitivity of different digital
structures Ku and Ng [8] have used a root mean square error criteria in




= tml 2 [^[AHCc^)] 2^ (3.3)
i=0
Note that this criteria is in the frequency domain and is based on the
deviation of the magnitude of the finite precision output from the ideal
or infinite precision output.
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Thus AH(w-) is defined as
AH(Wi ) = iHCu^) - H (p±)\ (3.4)
where H (co-) is the magnitude of the ideal output at frequency to. ^ and
H(cjo-) is the magnitude of the finite precision output at frequency oj-
,
and
W(co-) is the weight chosen to reflect the relative importance of error at
various frequencies, and N is the number of sample points in the frequency
domain.
Furthermore in order to equalize the effect of the various coeffi-
cients, floating point arithmetic is used rather than fixed point
arithmetic, during the process of rounding off of the coefficient to
the required number of the bits. Note that more details and implementa-
tion of the idea are left for Chapter V where we investigate case studies
based on bit quantization error.
E. SENSITIVITY OF LC LADDER STRUCTURES
It is a well known fact that the doubly terminated analogue LC
ladder structures are relatively insensitive to element value changes.
To prove this fact most researchers have used the theory of the total
conservation of input and output power quantities in a reactive lossless
network, the discussion of which is interesting but it not in the scope
of this thesis. A very good review is made in this respect by Renner
and Gupta [7]
.
Thus, it is a reasonable assumption that the digital filter derived
directly from the topology of a resistively terminated analogue lossless
structure would have the same favorable sensitivity properties as its
analogue counterpart.
To show the low sensitivity of wave digital filters by the conven-
tional n port scattering matrix network theory, Fettweis [10] defines the
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instantaneous "pseudopower" transmitted through a wave port k with port




( \ 3 (3 " 5)
where jV is the total instantaneous pseudopower input through port k and
a-^ is the total input wave at port k and th, is the total reflected output












where P^ and A^ and & are the steady state values of p. , a, , b, , respec-
tively at an arbitrary frequency "£". In this way he then shows that for
all wave digital building blocks which are derived from the LC doubly
terminated ladder structures, the total sum of instantaneous pseudopower
absorbed by all ports is equal to zero, i.e.
n
k=l
where n is the total number of the ports of the wave digital subelement
or building block and p is the instantaneous pseudopower at port k.
Similarly he also proves that the total steady state pseudopower
absorbed by all building blocks of a terminated wave digital filter at an






where P, is the steady state pseudopower at an arbitrary complex frequency
f , and n is the total number of the ports of the wave digital building
block. The low sensitivity property then follows from the zero pseudopower
relationships. Although power has physical meaning in analogue circuits its
meaning in digital filter algorithms is nebulous.
F. PREVIOUS WORKS ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE WAVE DIGITAL FILTERS
In the previous section we discussed the favorable low sensitivity to
parameter variation properties of LC ladder structures. It was this fact
that led Fettweis to propose the idea of wave digital filters in 1970 [3]
,
derived from the doubly resistive terminated LC ladder structures. Since
then numerous papers relating to the wave digital filters have been presented.
To understand the wave digital filters and the state of art, it is
necessary to summarize the state of evolution of the wave digital filters.
Partial credit of the development of the wave digital filters
can also be given to Richards [1] , Kuroda, Ozaki and Ishii [2] and numerous
other researchers who contributed to the development and synthesis of the
strip line filters and also resistor -transmission line circuits.
The basic idea behind wave digital filter development from the beginning
was to keep the desired low sensitivity of lumped LC resistively terminated
filters in the already developed analogue domain and transfer it to digital
domain with very minor modifications
.
Ideal strip line filter and transmission line circuits having inherent
LC structure is an ideal starting point. To avoid the loading effect of
one element of the LC strip line upon the succeeding and preceding elements,
Ozaki and Ishii [2] introduced the idea of inserting unity element, or the
lossless transmission line acting as an ideal transformer (which was already
developed by Kuroda and known as Kuroda T s identity), between the stages as
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a lossless matching element.
In a more detailed paper Fettweis [4], in order to arrive at realiz-
able signal flow diagram, used wave quantities instead of the usual
current and voltage input quantities to the conventional filter. Actually
in using the wave quantities as input and output signal, Fettweis made
use of the already developed scattering parameter matrix theory of the n
port networks . In order to avoid the loading effect of one section upon
the other, and thus to eliminate the unwanted mismatch reflections between
sections, he employed unit element or impedance transformer, known as
Kuroda ' s identity [ 2 ]
.
Although with the introduction of the unity element a desirable re-
sult was achieved in realizing the LC filter structures, this introduc-
tion further increased the number of required operations (mainly multipli-
cations) over the conventional digital filter.
In order to avoid the unity element several attempts were made by
different researchers, Sedlmeyer and Fettweis [5], Van Haften and Chirlain
[6], and others, to eliminate the need for unity elements or impedance
transformers between the cascading sections. One of the attempts was made
by Fettweis [5] and later on the method was renamed by Ku and Ng [8] as
the "ne* Fettweis method.'' The new Fettweis method forced one of
the scattering multiplier coefficients in the three port network to be
equal to 1, thus a two port element was made from the three port element.
3y starting at one port and progressing forward towards the other port,
and by suitable choice of input impedance of the next section (i.e.
matching the output impedance of one section to the succeeding section)
,




Van Haften and Chirlain [6] next came up with the idea of cascading the
wave digital three port section directly without the unity element but
taking into account the approximate attenuation of one section upon the
next section, thus eliminating the need for unity element and extra
multiplications associated with it. At the same time this introduced
errors associated with the calculation of the approximate attenuation of
one section upon the other.
S. Erfani and B. Peikari [9] and N. S. Swamy and K. S. Thyagarajan
[11] at the same time came up with a new approach to eliminate the unity
element. This technique is the basis of the further investigation in this
thesis, and details are given in Chapter IV and other chapters.
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IV. GENERAL THEORY OF THE WAVE DIGITAL FILTER
A. INTRODUCTION
The intent of this chapter is to derive the generalized algorithm
for a two port wave digital filter on a step by step basis using the
principles of the circuit theory, matrix algebra, and scattering matrix
wave theory.
The resulting algorithms are summarized in two tables in section E.
Also, two illustrative examples are given, example one being a simple
element, suitable for matched source; and example two being a complex
element, suitable for a matched load.
It must be emphasized that the techniques used to derive the wave
digital algorithms in this chapter are more general than the previous
works, in the sense that only one algorithm is derived for both series
and shunt element. .Also the effect of sampling time is introduced into
the algorithms
.
B. DERIVATION OF THE GENERALIZED TRANSFER RATIO
FOR A TWO PORT WAVE DIGITAL FILTER ALGORITHM
Consider the two port network N, of Figure 4.1b whose inputs are a.,
and a 7 and outputs are b-, and b 7 . In order to use the chain matrix theory
developed earlier (Chapter II, Section B-D) we need to find port two
input and output waves a ,b 7 in terms of port one input and output waves
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Fig. 4.1. Two generalized representations of a two port network.
Fig. 4.1a representation in terms of voltage and current
quantities. Fig. 4.1b representation in terms of scatter-
ing matrix wave quantities. Note that R, is the input
impedance of the network and R ? is the output impedance
of the network,
load impedance,
















where R-, and R are port impedances of port one and port two respectively,
Note that a ,b and a ,b 7 are voltage waves. Now in order to find





Equations (4-1) and (4.5) lead to





A + R C B + R D











Io =<R7 - -^Rt
(4.5)



















































—f- - 4r (B "R,D) (4.7d)
i. 2R^ 1v
:
Thus from equation C4.7) we have
b, = -a. + (k - ^ a~ (4.8)







and the appropriate wave flow diagram is drawn in Figure 4.2,
Note that

























so that a7 = b2 <i>
(4.12)
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'rVhere V is the input voltage. Thus from equations (4.13) and (4.14) we have
H(Z)
"
v 2 a1 UJ + eb 1 (z)
l4 * i0J
Note that for 8=0, from equation (4.15), R- = R .
V = a = a.
s s 1
and




Thus from equation (4.16)







2(1 + e^) W
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The general realization with the aid of equations (4.11), (4.14) and
(4.17) is shown in Figure 4.3.
C. REALIZATION OF TWO PORT WAVE DIGITAL STRUCTURE
Theoretically LC passive structures such as ladder, lattice and most
of the other symmetrical structures can be reduced to a form of Figure 4.4
which is the "T" form with positive or negative element values. Note that
in A B C D matrix, the direction if I j is in the direction as shown in
Figure 4.4 and --. , Z_ or Z, can be positive or negative capacitors, inductors
and/or tank circuits with positive or negative element values.
The A B C D matrix of Figure 4.4 as per equation (4.3) is found from
the equations
V = V +IZ +IZ12 2 3 11
CI, - i ? )
z
7 = v? + i7z2^3


















































Fig. 4.3. General realization of a two port network N, with input







Fig. 4.4. A general two port "T" network with complex elements
Z,
,
Z~» Z-t. Note that R-, is the input impedance of Port 1,
and R
2
is the input impedance of Port 2.
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Note that for a single series element Z as per Figure 4.5 and equation (4.20)
Zx =
V-, v.










Now we can easily find the values of v, X, y, k.. of equation (4.7).
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Fig. 4.5. A general two port with series element only.
Note that R and IL are input impedances of












Fig. 4.6. A general two port with shunt element only.
Note that R, and R- are input impedances of
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(4. 23)
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v= 2^
equations (4.7d) and (4.20) lead to
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K - — = (4 27)
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Note that for the single series element of Figure 4.5 the equations (4-25),
(4.26), (4.27), (4.28) reduce to
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u Rt + R. + Z, (4 -30 )


































































D. DERIVATION OF GENERALIZED ALGORITHM WITH NO DELAY FREE PATH IN
PORT ONE OR SIMILARLY WITH NO DELAY FREE PATH IN PORT WO
The wave flow diagram of Figure 4.2 is not suitable to be used in
the chain matrix equation, since most probably it has delay free paths
between a, to b-, and a 9 to b^ which we have not analyzed as yet, and if so
it is not desirable. Thus by a careful choice of either R-. or
R
9
we can force the wave flow from either a to b to have no delay free
path, or from a~ to b 9 to have no delay free path; but not both of them
since we have only one variable to adjust, and that is either R]_ or
K.-} •
The delay free wave flow for the case of no delay free path from a-.
to b for a three section filter is shown in Figure 4.7 and the delay
free wave flow for the case of no delay free path from a
2
to b 9 for the
same section filter is shown in Figure 4.S.
Note that a close examination of Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 still
reveals a delay free feedback loop at the terminating points. Thus to
make the sections of practical value, f must be forced equal to zero for
Figure 4.7 implying that
R_ - R
*=^TF =0 °r RL = R2 C4-^)
and for the Figure 4.8, 9 must be forced equal to zero implying that
R '" - R
9 =
Rf-nij =0 or Rs = Ri" t4 - 58 )
Thus the updated and useful delay free wave flow diagrams would be as per
Figures 4.9 and 4.10. Note that in the first case we have to start at
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case, i.e. Fig. 4.10, we have to start at the source and work through to
the load end. Alternately we can start from both ends and progress
towards each other. Where they meet we have to introduce a transformer
or unit element such as Kuroda's identity, but this is not really
recommended since it introduces further complications. This approach
is not desirable and is to be avoided.
Now with the aid of formulas (4.25), (4.26), (4.27), (4.28),
we can cascade as many elements in a section as complex as Figure 4.4
or as simple as Figure 4.5 or Figure 4.6.
Note that the element values I,
, Zo and Z~ must be in s domain,
and for digitization we use the bilinear transformation
2 fz-11
s = T(z^l) C4 ' 39 )
where T is the sampling period of the digital filter.
Example 4-1
Series L, no delay free path from a to b , the case of a simple
element
With reference to Figure 4.2, v/\i must have no delay free path, and
the aim is to find fL given R
? ,
the load end terminating resistance.
From equation (4 .50)
Zi - Ri + R?
and
Thus
]1 Zi + Ri + Rr
-1 SL T (z+1) L
z-& + ^ - RJ + CR2 - \ - Y~)
v
__









which leads to ^ = R2 + y- (4. 41)
Thus from equations (4.29), (4.30), (4.31), (4.32), (4.38), (4. 39) , (4.41)
we have D
1 7
- = ^- where a = — (4.42)
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ad^" 1 ) + (1-a) a (4. 47)
2 -1 1 -1 7L
1 + crz




with a = d~R
l





































































.An example of designing the composite series and shunt element with
no delay free path on port two.
As an example of a composite series and shunt algorithm, let's con-
sider the two element section of Fig. 4.11. The aim is to derive the
wave flow algorithm with no delay free path from a
2
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with reference to Fig. 4.2 for no delay free path on port two, - — must
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Thus the wave flow algorithms for the composite element with no delay
free path from a7 t0 b? wiH ^e
B-U+z' 1 )
2 B^" 1 + y 7 z"
2

















a, + a 7 (4-63)1












































and the iterative equation corresponding to equations (4.62), (4.63) with
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Note that there are 12 multiplications with six coefficients, i.e. a's,
&'s, Y's. It is interesting to note that since in this example we
originally had two elements, i.e. Series L, and shunt C with input im-
pedance R-,. Thus we expect the a's, 3's, and y's to be functions of R-,
L, and C only. This can be easily shown by identifying two new variables

















= 1 - 2a + S(a+1)
Y1
= 6 (I -a)
s
2
= i - sa+co
Y 2 = 1





R9 = — is more general even for the case Rt =R =0 which makes a=l and
l-a=0 and if we use R^ = R, y^-> R? becomes -* which is indefinite, while
R2 ~ — is not indefinite.
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By inserting these new values into the iteration equations (4.66) and C4.67)
the number of multiplications reduces from 12 to 9 which is significant.















































Note that the multiplication a& and 2a does not enter into the iteration
and they can be premultiplied before the starting of the iteration process.
Notation
For latter analysis in Chapter y we call these latter set of equations
i.e. equations (4.69) and (4*70) as "reduced parameter complex wave digital
algorithms" and the original set, i.e. equations (4.66) and (4.67) as
"complex wave digital algorithms".
Although theoretically it is always possible to find new variables
equal to the number of original L's and C's, in practice it becomes a
tedious job for more than two variables, and it is not recommended.
E. TABULATION OF SIMPLE L AND C ELEMENTS IN SERIES .AND SHUNT
In a similar way as examples 1 and 2, the wave flow equations for
the single L and C elements for both cases of series and shunt are
tabulated in Tables 4.1a,b and 4.2a,b.
Note that Tables 4.1a, 4.1b are for the case of no delay free path
from a to b
,
and Tables 4.2a, 4.2b are for the case of no delay free
path from a, to b 9 .
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Table 4. la. .Algorithms for simple L and C elements with no delay free
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Table 4.1b. Iterative algorithms for simple L and C elements with no
delay free path from a, to b-, with sampling time T and
with initial conditions i.e. x ,x n ,x ,x set to zero
-1- L* O *t
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Table 4.2a. Algorithms for simple L and C elements with no delay free
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Table 4.2b. Iterative algorithms for simple L and C elements with no
delay tree path from a^ to b^ with sampling time T ancT
with the initial conditions i.e. x, ,x
2
,x, ,x
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F. FURTHER INVESTIGATION OF THE ALGORITHMS WITH NO DELAY FREE PATH IN
PORT ONE, WITH THE .ALGORITHMS WITH NO DELAY FREE PATH IN PORT TWO
A closer look to the two kinds of algorithms derived, i.e. algorithms
with no delay free path from a^ to b-, and the algorithms with no delay
free path from a.^ to b7 , will reveal that both algorithms would behave
very much like their equivalent LC structure matched to load or matched
to the source as per the reciprocity theorem. Note that this can also be
proven by writing the chain matrix equations
For no delay free









With no delay free from a, to b.
So if we interchange a, and a-, and also b-, and b
2
we would get





Note that if we calculated the chain matrix for no delay free path from
a
2
to b 9 i.e. the matrix
S

























































.As an application of the illustration of the techniques developed,
a seventh order low pass Chebechev filter with the given specification in
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Appendix 1A was designed and implemented in both time domain and fre-
quency domain. As a comparison the same filter was designed using the
conventional digital techniques. The computer program and output results
for both cases are also given in the same appendix. As can be seen, they
are completely identical in both time domain and frequency domain, thus
assuring the validity of the theory developed in this chapter.
Note that in this example the double precision arithmetic was used,
thus ensuring infinite precision for multiplier coefficients, to come up
with exactly the same answer.
H. SUNMARY
In this chapter we developed the generalized algorithm for a two port
wave digital filter step by step from the first principles of circuit
theory and background given in Chapters II and III. The generalized LC
system considered was an LC "T" Section. For a tt section the procedure
would have followed in the same way with the exactly similar end results.
The delay free path does play an essential role in the algorithms.
Thus emphasis was given on this matter and whenever possible explanatory
delay free paths were illustrated in the diagrams. To make things as
clear as possible two worked examples are given, one with a simple
section with no delay free path at the terminating source port and
second example with a simple complex section with no delay free path
at the terminating load port. Then we investigated the relationship
between matched source algorithm with matched load algorithm of a given
system. Finally a practical design of a wave digital filter using the
already derived algorithms were implemented and the complete results
and computer program are given in the Appendix 1B,-E.
Note that no reference is given at the end of this chapter. The
only relevant references would be references [9], [11] of Chapter III.
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V. SENSITIVITY .ANALYSIS OF THE WAVE DIGITAL FILTERS
DUE TO TRUNCATION IN THE NUMBER OF BITS
A. INTRODUCTION
The intent of this chapter is to investigate the behavior of wave
digital filters to quantization in the number of bits in the multiplier
coefficients. The wave digital filter has been credited in most of
the published literature as being minimum sensitive to multiplier co-
efficient variations, and thus conjectured to be optimal in requiring
the fewest number of significant places to achieve a given specifica-
tion.
In this chapter, for a given analogue resistively terminated LC
filter, three different wave digital filter algorithms are computed,
and their behavior with respect to truncation in the number of bits
of the multiplier coefficients are investigated. The results are com-
pared with conventional digital filter design. It is important to note
that for all the algorithms under investigation the bilinear transfor-
mation is used to make the comparison meaningful.
In order to avoid any confusion in this chapter we use the term
"multiplier coefficient" for the coefficients of wave digital filter






, br,— ,b Q
of H(s) or H(z), of a given
analogue or digital filter, respectively; where H(s) or H(z) are of
the form
H(s) = —
g 5 4 3 2
s +a.s +a r.s +a,s +a.,s +a»s +a-.s+an6 3 4 :> 2 1




















It is also important at this stage to note that since wave digital
filter multipliers are derived directly from the original L's and C's,
they can be thought of as a modified or matched L or C elements. Since
wave digital multipliers are not derived from the polynomial coeffi-
cients of the transfer function of filter but from L's and C's of the
analogue circuit, it is meaningful to compare the effect of bit quanti-
zation error on wave digital filter multipliers with the effect of bit
quantization error on L's or C's in a conventional digital filter
algorithm, and not to compare with the effect of bit quantization error
on the filter polynomial coefficients. Based upon this argument, the
original filter L's and C's are quantized in the conventional digital
filter algorithms and used for comparison purposes.
B. COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE ERROR DUE TO QUANTIZATION IN
THE NUMBER OF BITS IN VARIOUS DIGITAL FILTER ALGORITHMS
Coefficient errors introduce perturbations in the zeros and poles
of the transfer functions, which in turn manifest themselves as errors
in the frequency response. In Chapter III Section B we defined general
sensitivity, and in Section C we discussed parameter sensitivity, and
in Section D sensitivity due to quantization in the number of bits.
The comparison criteria we have used in this chapter is the root mean
square error criteria given in equation (3.3) and repeated here in
greater detail, i.e.
N
E = -i-V* [W(coO[AH(co.)] 2 ]
;
rms N+i / 4 1 i
where W(w- ) is the frequency weighting function-
AH(oo-) is the difference in magnitude between infinite
precision algorithm and the algorithm obtained
in using a finite number of floating bits in the
filter multiplier coefficients or component values.





is the frequency associated with the sampling point i
It should be pointed out that in floating point calculations, the man-
tissa of the floating number in the binary system is truncated to the
specified length using sign magnitude representation. However the word
length requirements of sign and exponent are not counted, since they do
not enter into the calculations.
In total nine different normalized low pass seventh order filter
algorithms were chosen for investigation from the handbook of filter
synthesis [1]. These filters are
i) seventh order




ii) seventh order .1 db ripple Chebyshev low pass filter with R =1, R=l
iii) seventh order Butterworth low pass filter with R =1, R
T
=1
iv) seventh order . 5 db ripple Chebyshev low pass filter with R =0 , R, =1
v) seventh order .1 db ripple Chebyshev low pass filter with R =0, RT =1S Lt





vii) seventh order .5 db ripple Chebyshev low pass filter with R =10, IL =1
viii) seventh order .1 db ripple Chebyshev low pass filter with R =10, Rt = 1
ix) seventh order Butterworth low pass filter with R =10 , R- =1
Each filter was designed using five different algorithms.
a) wave digital filter with simple sections, matched to the
load (i.e. with no delay free path in port two)
b) wave digital filter with complex sections, matched to the
load (i.e. with no delay free path in port two)
c) wave digital filter with complex sections but with reduced
parameters and matched to the load (i.e. with no delay free
oath in port two















) (La.z- 1 6,z- 2 )
Note that all the filters are low pass and have zeros at z = 1. Thus
there is no necessity- for pole/zero pairing in order to optimize the
response of the cascaded conventional digital filter. Thus all these
examples are in a naturally optimum arrangement.
Double precision arithmetic used throughout in order to get
practically the same result for all five algorithms with infinite pre-
cision arithmetic for the coefficient or component values.
The root mean square error in the frequency response for various
filters under examination were found, and tabulated in Tables 5.1-9.
The corresponding graphs are drawn in Figs. 5.1-9. Note that in order
to avoid congestion the error graphs of conventional cascaded digital
filter are not drawn.
A sample computer program for each of the five algorithms used is
given in Appendix 2-A,F.
C. STUDY OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED
The study of the graphs for all different algorithms clearly indi-
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(1) The logarithm of rras error versus the number of bits for the
direct conventional digital algorithms follows a straight line for
all seventh order filters and they all pass close to the point of
error = 1 at bits = with a slope of approximately 3 db per bit.
Also the rms error of the conventional direct digital filter is never
worse than the other filter algorithms.
C2) For filters with source resistance R = 1 and R = 0, the rms
error graphs for the simple wave digital filters are exactly the same
as that of direct conventional digital filter, with the same slope.
For filters with R = 10, the rms error graph for the wave digital
filter is worse than the conventional direct digital filter. This error
behavior is very interesting and shows that wave digital filters do
have a higher sensitivity to filter terminating resistances.
(3) The rms error graph for the complex wave digital filter for
R, = 1 and R = is worse than that of simple wave digital filters,
with approximately the same slope.
00 The rms error graph for reduced parameter complex wave digital
filters with R = 1 and R = in some cases is slightly worse than
that of complex wave digital filter, but with approximately the same
slope.
(5) The rms error performance for all wave digital filters with
R = 10 is approximately the same, after first four or five bits, and
the rms error graph tends to follow a straight line. Departure from
the straight line is more noticeable for the simple wave digital
filter than the complex wave digital filter or the reduced parameter
complex wave digital filter for the first six or seven bits.
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(6) Although, ideally we expect the two conventional digital
filters (i.e. the direct and cascaded digital filters) to have the
same rms error, the factorization process used for the denominator
introduces some slight error in the pole locations, which in some
cases changes the rms error value.
D. COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH EACH OTHER AND WITH
THOSE PUBLISHED IN THE LITERATURE
The results obtained in this chapter and in Section C indicate
the following points when compared with each other and with results
published in literature:
(1) For all purposes the digital filter derived directly from
analogue doubly terminated LC structure is the least sensitive struc-
ture with respect to filter component values. This fact should not
be confused with the sensitivity of the digital filter to polynomial
coefficients. The foregoing also apply to band pass or band stop
filters derived from analogue low pass LC realization.
(2) It is worthwhile to consider the structure of wave digital
filters compared with the structure of analogue LC doubly terminated
filters for cases under study (i.e. seventh order low-pass filters).
The total number resonances in the analogue LC filter shown in Fig.
5.10^ is ten. These are evenly distributed resonances and can be
compared with the total number of delay free feedback paths in the
wave digital filter, which for the case of simple wave digital filter
is eight as shown in Fig. 5.11. Note that the delay free feedbacks
are localized towards the source for wave digital filters with no delay
free path in port two. Also, as shown in Fig. 5.12, the total number
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localized towards the source end. Had we designed the wave digital
filter with no delay free path in port one this localization would
have occurred towards the load end. Now with the above points in
mind we can establish the following:
(a) From the results of the large number of different filters
studied in this chapter, it is apparent that wave digital filters do
exhibit a high sensitivity to terminating resistances. For the case




=l) the rms error behavior of the wave digital filter is almost
identical to direct digital filter derived from the analogue LC struc-
ture, because of the localization of the delay free feedback paths
towards the low resistance termination. For the case of the filters
with high source resistance, the localization of the delay free feed-
back path occurs towards the high resistance termination; thus the rms
error, compared with that of the direct digital filter, is worse; this is due
to the localization of the delay free feedback in the high sensitivity
port of the filter. Had we designed the high resistive source
impedance filters with no delay free path in port one, (thus directing
the localization of the delay free feedback paths towards the load end)
we would have obtained a better performance.
(b) The rms error performance of simple wave digital filters were
considerably better than complex wave digital filters for low source
resistances (i.e. R =0, R =1) . Thus rms error behavior can be explained
as follows because there are fewer delay free feedback paths for the
complex wave digital filters. This feedback occurs in fewer sections
and the error performance gets worse. For high source resistance, i.e.
R =10, the rms error performance for all wave digital filters after
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fifth or sixth bit becomes almost identical. This can be explained
because of the high sensitivity of the wave digital filters to the
terminating high source resistance. Thus the localized delay free feed-
backs near the source increases the error performance for the simple
wave digital filter while for the complex wave digital filter, with
fewer feedbacks, the sensitivity to high source impedance drops. There-
fore the two algorithms tend to give nearly the same rms error per-
formance .
(c) In some cases especially for lower source impedances the
rms error performance of reduced complex wave digital filter is slightly
worse than that of complex wave digital filter. This is probably due
to the fact that, when the truncation process is done on a large number
of multipliers, the effect of truncation tends to be compensating, but
if the number of multipliers are reduced, this equalization is less
evident
.
(3) From the above discussion we can conclude that the ultimate
rms error performance of wave digital filters tends to that of the
directly digitized analogue resistively terminated LC filters. To achieve
this ultimate performance in designing the wave digital filter, we have
to use simple sections as much as possible, and also since terminating
resistances are the most important we must direct the delay free port of
wave digital filters towards the low resistance termination.
(4) If we wanted to make a band pass or band stop filter, which
has LC tank circuits, the complex wave digital filter derived from
these LC sections would not give the same rms error performance as that of the
original conventional digitized LC filter. Moreover the algorithms for
complex wave digital filters derived from LC tank circuits in the
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literature [2], [3] are of the reduced parameter type complex wave
digital filter, which furthermore have poorer error performance as
can be seen from the graphs in some cases.
In Chapter VII we discuss briefly how to design a simple wave
digital filter algorithm for a given band pass or band stop specifi-
cation. It is expected that these filters will have better error
performance than the complex wave digital filters given in the
literature [2] and [3].
(5) it is also interesting to note that, after familiarization with
wave digital filter theory, it is much easier to design a wave digital
filter derived from analogue LC filters than to design a direct con-
ventional digital filter both derived from the same analogue LC
filter. Thus the wave digital filter is a practical design technique.
Furthermore in order to reduce the rms error performance of wave
digital filters we can even make use of a combination of complex wave
digital and simple wave digital algorithms. For example when we have
a high source impedance, we can make use of one or two complex sections
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VI. DERIVATION OF PARTIAL SENSITIVITY
FUNCTIONS OF WAVE DIGITAL FILTERS
A. INTRODUCTION
The main intent of this chapter is to derive the sensitivity of
wave digital filter with the aid of partial differentiation of the
filter algorithm with respect to wave digital filter multiplier coeffi-
cients, i.e. a's and
<J>.
Having found these sensitivity functions the
sensitivity of wave digital filter with respect to the original filter
component values, i.e. L's, C's, R, and R
T
were found.
Finally the behavior of these two sensitivity functions are investi-
gated and compared with each other in the frequency domain and with
the results obtained in Chapter V.
B. DERIVATION OF THE SENSITIVITY FUNCTION OF WAVE DIGITAL
FILTER DUE TO VARIATION IN MULTIPLIER COEFFICIENTS
The general wave digital algorithm for the third order filter given
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Fig. 6.2. The wave digital filter derived from the
analogue LC filter of
Fig. 6.1 with no delay free path on port two.
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where a., S., y- are functions of a,.
From Fig. 6.2 the transfer function of the filter in the time domain
as depicted in Chapter IV and also explained in Appendix 1A with unity
impulse input will be
A+(t>h(nT) = (±2*) b32 (nT) = h(a1 , a 2,— <t>) (6.2)
Thus the transfer function of the filter in the frequency domain will be
N
H(ar a2.™) -^^2 b 32 (nT)e-jwnT
n=0
and the sensitivity of the filter due to variations in a, in the fre-




1+<j)^ 3b 32 (nT)
da. 2 Z^ 3a,
n=0 l
jconT
Note that from equation (6.1), the matrices f 7 , f, are not functions of


























Note a,, (z) is input and is independent of a-, also.
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A closer look at equation (6.2) reveals that with unity impulse input,








l 2 J do
1
Thus to find the sensitivity function of the filter with respect to a,
all we have to do is write the complete iterative equations of the
filter from equation (6.1) and then differentiate them with respect to
a, . Note that in doing so actually all the iterative equations derived
from matrices f
? (a ? ,z), f^(a-,z) will not be effected and the only
iterative equations being differentiated will be that of matrix
f, (a, ,z). So in general we can find ^— , i.e. the sensitivity of the
1 1 9a
n
wave digital filter with respect to all wave digital filter multiplier
3H
coefficients a . For the special case of ^— from equation (6.2) we have
n o<p
9h(nT) 1 „ , T. .
3b
32,







-<J>) V rb52(nT) - Giti • 3b32V^nT
dtp
n=0
The above procedure can best be illustrated with the aid of a simple
example.
Example 1
Given the third order wave digital filter of Fig. 6.2 which is
derived from the doubly terminated LC filter of Fig. 6.1; it is required
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to find the sensitivity function of the filter with respect to a, in
the frequency' domain. The wave digital filter is with no delay free
path in port two.
Procedure
The iterative equations of the wave digital filter of Fig. 6.2 in
the time domain with the aid of Table 4.2b and with all initial condi-























(n) = a72 Cn-l)+a2 (a21 (n)+a21 (n-l)-a22 Cn-l)-b22 (n-l))
a
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bn (n] = a11 (n)+a1 (a12 (n)-an (n)+a12 (n-l)-b11 (n-l))
Note that to find the transfer function of the filter in the time







and the iterative equations after partial differentiation with respect
to a, are





















"3"oj 3a-, 2^3a, "3aj 3al "3aj '
etc.
and in this way, we differentiate all the equations in equation (6.4) with
respect to a, up to
3a1? (n) 3b 21
(n)
3a, 3a,
3b,, 3a, ? (n) 3a1? (n-l) 3b.... (n-1)




















where T is the sampling interval, go is the frequency of input signal,
and N is chosen large enough for transients due to the impulse response
to decav.
C. DERIVATION OF SENSITIVITY FUNCTION OF WAVE DIGITAL FILTER IN THE
FREQUENCY DOMAIN WITH RESPECT TO ITS ORIGINAL COMPONENT VALUES,
I.E. L's, C's, R , AND R
L
As noted in Table 4.1 and 4.2 and mentioned in Appendix 1-A, there
exists a one to one relationship between the wave digital multiplier
coefficients, i.e. c's and the reflection coefficient $ of the wave
digital filter, with the original filter component values, i.e. L's,
C's, R , and R. . Thus in order to find the sensitivity of the wave
digital filter algorithm with respect to original filter component
values, the best way is to find the sensitivity of the wave digital







3 , etc. and from these, the sensitivity of the wave digital
filter with respect to original filter component values, i.e.
SH(L, ,C 9 ,L-— ,R ,Rj.
)
n - , etc. can be found. This procedure can best be
illustrated with the aid of an example, the results of which will be
used later on to find the semi -logarithmic sensitivity (or percentage
sensitivity; or normalized sensitivity) of a seventh order
low pass resistively terminated wave digital LC filter with respect to
original components [i.e. L's, C's, R , and R_ ) . Later on these nor-
malized sensitivity functions will be compared with that of the
normalized sensitivity functions of the wave digital filter with respect





Given the sensitivity functions of the seventh order low pass wave
digital filter of Fig. 6.4, designed with no delay free path in port two
from the original LC structure of Fig. 6.3; it is required to find the
sensitivity function of the wave digital filter with respect to original
wave digital filter component values.
Procedure
Since the wave digital filter is of the type with no delay free
path in port two, from Table 4.2 we have
where R, = R .
1 s
Also at this stage it is important to note that L and C compo-
nents of the filter used in equation (6.6) and in the remainder of
the example are predivided or premultiplied by the factor tan -*- /
uj in order to take into account the effect of the sampling period
and also the critical frequency of the digital filter, where ft ^ is
the critical frequency of the digital filter in rad/sec and co is
the critical frequency of the analogue LC filter in rad/sec and T
is the sampling time in sec. This factor is obtained by the multi-
^cdT
plication of the prewarping factor, i.e. 2 tan /T co by the
2 c
sampling factor of the reactive components of the wave digital filter,
Q
cdT ft ,T
i.e. T/2. The factor tan
—s- /co reduces to tan —!*£ when the
critical frequency of the original analogue filter is normalized at



























Fig. 6.4. The wave digital filter derived from the seventh order
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^C; = f^l'C2^ (6 * 9)
thus
3a., G,C C R-
2 12 7 1
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7 ) (6 .22)
Note that from equation (6.21) it can be seen that
4> = f(Lr C 2 , L3 , C4 ,-— , L 7 ,Rs ,RL )
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Note also that the transfer function H of the filter is a function of
a,, a~, etc., i.e.






H = fC^, C2 , L 3 ,~- ,L y ,Rs ,RL ) (6.24)
3H 3H
Thus if we have -r— , we can derive -^- from (6.23) by writing all
3H s










2 „ 3H ,
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iiL . !!l + 9H . ii (6 25)3a- 3R 3<f> 3R lD,
" J
7 s s
A . JEL + a »L + A, . #L + a,..3H
1 3a, 2 3a~ 3 3a 7 4 3a,
A . * + /^.M + a7 • §L + AQ.|^- (6.26)
o 3a- 6 3a. 3a
7
8 30q
to find A-., A
?
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= V ' 2 (6.28)
























































Thus from equations (6.26) to (6.34) we can find the sensitivity of the
wave digital filter with respect to R = R, . To find the sensitivity





l 3H 3a 2 3H 8a3 3H 3a4
— — — • —= T — • —
—
+ • ____ + •
3LJ 3aj 31^ 3a 2 31^ 3a 3 3L, 3a4 3L,




. B, #L + « . 8H_ + B, • « + B, 3H
(6.35)
1 3a. 2 3a 3 3a, 4 3a,
+ B
5 -§1**7 -% + B8 "If ^ 3«
To find B,, B-, B,, etc. we have from equations (6.6), and (6.36)
3a, -R,




and from equation (6.35) and the Chain Rule
3a7 3a7 3a-.
B„ = - = - • =.
2 3L, 3a, 3L,





B-, = B, • -±-i j = *
L
* (6.38)












and in the same way
3a, R~L,





















































= — = B 7 • J t6 - 44 )
Thus from equations (6.56) to (6 •44) we can find the sensitivity of the
wave digital filter with respect to L, .
To find the sensitivity of wave digital filter with respect to C-,
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7 3H 3<f> ,, .-
3a_ 3C ? 3a fi 3C ? 3a 7 3C 9 3a 3C ?
L°««J
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= D .|iL + Dv lL +D ..4H_ + n. 3Ji- + D : 3H3C 9 1 3a 2 3a 2 3 3a 3 4 3a4 5 3a 5
+ D,.|L + D-.|S-+ Da-|£- (6.46)6 3a
6
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3aT * 3C7 (6.48)
Thus from equations (6.12) and (6.47)
3
= U
2 ' 7 : i ,2' (6-49)D, D












































D„ = D • —Z-£ 2 (6.54)
Thus from equations (6.46) to (6.54) we can find the sensitivity of the
wave digital filter with respect to C~.
To find the sensitivity of wave digital filter with respect to
L„, C., Lr , C,, L_ in the same wav we have
o 4' z 6 7
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3H _ 3H _ 3H 3H 3H 3H n 3H r , ...
3LT ' E3
#3^ E4"5a^ + VSoJ + E6-^ + E/^ + £3*3^- (6.55)
and
9H_
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3C7
= S6'3H7
+ S7'^: + SS'W (6 * 58)
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where
E- = —3 y (6.61)(R3+L/
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Thus we can find the sensitivity of wave digital filter with respect to
the original filter component values.
D. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON THE INTERNAL SENSITIVITY
BEHAVIOR OF WAVE DIGITAL FILTERS
In order to analyze the internal sensitivity behavior of wave digital
filters with respect to the multiplier coefficients and compare them to
the sensitivity of wave digital filters with respect to the original
filter component values, in total nine different seventh order low pass
filters were taken from the Handbook of Filter Synthesis [1] with source
resistances varying from to 10 ohms. The sensitivity behavior of these
filters in the frequency domain with respect to both wave digital filter
multiplier coefficients and the original filter component values were
found using the procedures set in examples 1 and 2. These filters were
i) seventh order .5 db ripple low pass Chebyshev filter with R =1.0
ii) seventh order . 1 db ripple low pass Chebyshev filter with R =1 .
iii] seventh, order Butterworth low pass filter with R =1.0
iv) seventh, order .5 db ripple low pass Chebyshev filter with R
s
=10.0
vl seventh order .1 db ripple low pass Chebyshev filter with R =10.0
vi) seventh, order Butterworth low pass filter with R =10.0
vii) seventh order .5 db ripple low pass Chebyshev filter with R =0.0
viii; seventh order .1 db ripple low pass Chebyshev filter with R=0.0
ix) seventh order Butterworth low pass filter with R
s
= 0.0
Note that these filters are the same filters investigated in the sensi-
tivity analysis of Chapter V. In order to make the comparison between
the two sensitivity functions, i.e. sensitivity with respect to wave
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digital filter multiplier coefficients and sensitivity with respect to
wave digital filter original components more meaningful, the semi-
logarithmic sensitivity function which is in fact normalized or percentage





and are plotted on the same graph in the frequency domain
n
in Figs. 6.3 to 6.11.
Note that there are nine variables for the seventh order filter in








, C., L~, R , and
R^) while there are eight variables for the filter with no delay free
path in port two (i.e. o\., a7 ,—a- and <j>) , since the source reflection
AH
coefficient, 8 is made equal to zero. Thus the curves of 4d~ " R are
aH. S
S
plotted on a single graph. The remainder of eight variables are plotted
AH
on the same coordinates, i.e. *»— • L-. is plotted on the same coordinate
AH AH AH




same coordinates. It is important to note that for the filters with
AH
R = 0, the normalized partial sensitivity *— • a, equals to zero since
a, = when R, = R =0. Also we note that for this special case
AH AH
-?t— = since in equation (6.26) all the coefficients of -^— are zero
with R. = R = 0. Thus for these reasons for when R = we have
plotted only ^— rather than t-— • cr^ and we also note that ^r— is
zero for all frequencies
.
E. ANALYSIS OF THE INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE WAVE DIGITAL FILTERS
IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN USING FILTER PARTIAL SENSITIVITY FUNCTIONS
Although all the filters under investigation are seventh order low
pass, they were chosen to be as different from each other as possible,
in type and source termination resistances. As mentioned earlier these
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d) seventh order .5 d£>
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a) seventh order .5 db Chebyshev
low pass filter with R = 1
frequency radians/sec
b) seventh order .1 db Chebyshev
low pass filter with R = 1
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Fig. 6.6. The graphs of normalized sensitivity functions SH/SI^-I^ and






d) seventh order .5 db Chebyshev











e) seventh order .1 db Chebyshev










f) seventh order Butterworth low














g) seventh order .5 db Chebyshev
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Fig. 6.7. The graphs of normalized sensitivity function, -£-
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Fig. 6.8. The graphs of normalized sensitivity function, -ry— • L-,and -— • <j







d) seventh order .5 db Chebyshev











e) seventh order .1 db Chebyshev







f ) seventh order Butterworth low
















g) seventh order .5 db Chebyshev















h) seventh order .1 db Chebyshev
low pass filter with R =0
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a) seventh order .5 db Chebyshev
low pass filter with R =1
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Fig. 6.9. The graphs of normalized sensitivity function, ^- • C4 and-^- • a^






d) seventh order . 5 db Chebyshev
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f ) seventh order Butterworth low
pass filter with R=10
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i) seventh order Butterworth low












a) seventh order .5 db Chebyshev









3. 7313 b) seventh order .1 db Chebyshev





c) seventh order Butterworth low










Fig. 6.10. The graphs of normalized sensitivity function,. -^~





d) seventh order .5 db Chebyshev
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g) seventh order .5 db Chebyshev
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Fig. 6.11. The graphs of normalized sensitivity function, ^—
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8HFig. 6.12. The graphs of normalized sensitivity function, ~-









d) seventh order .5 db Chebyshev
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Fig. 6.13. The graphs of normalized sensitivity function, ^-
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in the frequency domain. Thus it is expected that the product of the
sensitivity study of this chapter to conform to the bit
truncation study of the Chapter V. It is important to emphasize that
in this chapter only the internal sensitivity behavior of the simple
wave digital filters is considered.
Analysis of the normalized partial sensitivity function curves of
Figs. 6.5, 13 reveal the following.
1) Both sensitivity functions, i.e. sensitivity due to wave digital
filter multiplier coefficients and sensitivity due to the original wave
digital components peak at the critical frequency in all cases. This
can be expected, since it is well known that the digital filters in
general exhibit high sensitivities around the critical frequency of the
filter. The critical frequency of the filters under investigation was
1 radian/sec and this point has been marked by a vertical line on
all the sensitivity graphs in Figs. 6.5, 13.
2) In general the normalized sensitivity due to multiplier coeffi-
cients are smaller than sensitivity due to original filter components
for the first sections. Gradually this difference gets smaller and
for some few cases in the last section it reverses. This is reasonable
since it can be expected that earlier multiplier coefficients will have
lower sensitivity than the coefficients associated with the later sections,
5) At low frequencies, the normalized sensitivity of the wave
digital filters due to multiplier coefficients are slightly larger than
the sensitivity of the filter to the original filter components. This
effect reverses in the mid and high frequencies.
4) The sensitivity function of the wave digital filter with respect
to the source resistance increases with increasing source resistance,
as evident from Figs. 6.5, 13.
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5) The sensitivity with respect to terminating load resistance and
reflection coefficient have exactly the same pattern as evident from
equation (6.60). Apart from this fact it is important to note that both
sensitivity functions tend to follow the frequency characteristic of
the original filter. This can be seen from the graph 6.13 for the case
R
s
= 10. As R
s
decreases the fluctuations in the sensitivity curve in-
creases while following the same pattern. In fact for R =0 these fluctua-
tions increase to such an extent that at some frequencies the sensitivity
becomes negligible. This phenomenon is also evident in the multiplier
coefficients of the last few sections of the wave digital filter but
to a lesser extent.
6) In general the sensitivity of the wave digital filter due to
variations in multiplier coefficients is lower than the sensitivity of
the wave digital filter with respect to the original component values.
7) Also it is worthwhile to note that the high sensitivities
observed for high source resistances in wave digital filters algorithms
with no delay free path in port two are in complete agreement with the




1. Anatol I. Zverev, Handbook of Filter Synthesis, 1967, published by-





It is important to note that in this thesis, whenever appropriate,
detailed conclusions and discussions of the results are made in the
chapters concerned. Thus it would be repetitious to state these con-
clusions again. However for completeness, the highlights of important
conclusions based on experimental results are summarized here. It is
also important to note that in the experimental studies of this thesis,
in order to achieve reliable and accurate results, a large number of
filters of different types with different termination source resistances
were studied, and the conclusions made on the basis of collective
results
.
3. SUMMARY OF THE IMPORTANT RESULTS IN THE FREQUENCY
DOMAIN BEHAVIOR OF THE WAVE DIGITAL FILTER
1 - Digital filters, derived from doubly terminated LC analogue
filters using the bilinear transform, have the lowest sensitiv-
ity of frequency response for variation of the original L, C,
R and R_ parameters of the algorithms tested.
2 - Wave digital filters, derived from doubly terminated LC analogue
structures, if designed properly tend to achieve exactly the
same low sensitivity as that of the above conventional digital
filters.
3 - Design of conventional digital filters from LC structures is
relatively a tedious job, while designing the wave digital
filters from LC structures is relatively simple.
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4 - Wave digital filters exhibit high sensitivity to termination
resistance values. Thus in the design of wave digital filters,
in order to achieve a desired performance, the delay free loop
should be chosen at the low impedance termination of the filter.
5 - Due to the internal structure of the wave digital filter com-
posed of sections with multiple LC resonant elements, these
filters exhibit higher sensitivity than the same filter made
up of sections with simple elements.
6 - The sensitivities of the internal sections of the wave digital
filter, both with respect to filter multiplier coefficients and
original filter RLC components, tend to peak sharply at the
critical frequency of the wave digital filter.
7 - The sensitivities of the internal sections of the wave digital
filter increases towards the load end.
8 - For the seventh order low pass wave digital filters studied,
the slope of the rms error due to quantization in the number of
bits of the multiplier coefficients versus the number of bits
is approximately 3 db per bit. Also, interestingly, the slope
of the rms error of the conventional seventh order digital
filter is also approximately 3 db per bit.
C. SUMMARY OF NEW THEORETICAL EXTENSIONS
TO WAVE DIGITAL FILTER THEORY
1 - Earlier researchers [1] and [2] have stated as a typical example
that for the port two resistance of the wave digital section
designed for series L with no delay free path in port two^one
should use R9 = R-, + L. This formula does not take into account
the effect of sampling time. In the theory developed in this
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thesis, following a derivation parallel to the one given in [1]
and [2], the port two resistance for the said section is derived
2L
as I^ = R
x
+ — . This result is more general than the previous
one, for which an inherent fixed sampling time of one second
must always be assumed.
2 - In the theory developed in this thesis for the design of wave
digital subsections, only one algorithm is derived for a multiple
LC resonant section. This result is applicable for both series
or shunt elements. This new approach makes it possible to design
several alternate wave digital filter algorithms, for a given
analogue LC filter structure.
D. SUGGESTED FUTURE RESEARCH
1 - In the analysis of this thesis we have established that the
simple wave digital filter, due to its inherent ladder- like
structure, exhibits lower sensitivities to multiplier truncation
than the complex cascaded section wave digital filter. Thus the
need for the design of simple wave digital filters, even for
band pass or band stop applications, arises. In the literature
all the present algorithms for band pass or band stop wave
digital filters are of the complex cascaded multiple LC element
type. However it is possible to design simple wave digital
filter, even for band pass or band stop applications using
simple sections, so as to reduce the sensitivity of the overall
structure. The technique basically is as developed in Chapter TV.
The suggested outline is as follows. The analogue band pass or
band stop LC filter derived from the low pass analogue LC filter







al two port network with two L and C
elements in the total series
configuration
b) two port network with parallel
L and C in the total series
configuration
h *-R,
c) two port network with series




d) two port network with parallel
L and C in the total parallel
configuration
Fig. 7.1. Total combination of L and C in a two port network.
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of simple wave digital filter for Figs. 7.1a and 7. Id is no
problem and they can be separated into two port simple sections
as shown in Figs. 7.2a and 7. 2d. Thus we have to discuss only
the cases of Figs. 7.1b and 7.1c. To design a simple wave
digital algorithm for Fig. 7.1b we must employ a three port
wave flow network. A general three port wave flow network is
shown in Fig. 7.3. Note that in this figure there is a feedback
path from all inputs to all outputs. Fig. 7. 2b reveals that in
order to design two simple wave digital sections xve have to
employ a three port signal flow graph. Either L or C of Fig. 7.2b
can be adapted into a three port structure. Consider element L
as the three port element. It can be shown that in order to
have a causal network, two of the three ports must have no delay-
free feedback path. We can make port-two and port- three of
Fig. 7.3 with no delay free feedback. In doing so we can find
R9 in terms of R, , R^ and L. Also we can find R, in terms of
R,
,
R^, and L. Thus we have two equations and two unknowns and
we can solve for R~ and R^ in terms of R. and L. Now we can
cascade a two port network designed for the component C into
port three, and also cascade the succeeding sections into port
two. It must be emphasized that the two port network designed
for element C has no termination resistance on its second port;
thus it is open circuited and its reflection coefficient in port
two will be equal to 1. To design a simple section wave
digital filter for Fig. 7.1c, we have to use a somewhat differ-
ent approach. With the concept of delay free feedback in mind


















B] three port element connected








c) two series two ports in
shunt configuration
d) two cascaded two ports
Fig. 7.2. Separation of the complex two port networks shown in

















Fi2 7 3. (V three port signal flow graph,
with all possible cognations
of delay free inputs and outputs. Note that the delay
free
















Fig. 7.4. Simple section wave
digital filter signal flow graph of




for the element L such that there is no delay free feedback
from port two (input) to port one (output) for subelement L.
From this constraint, we can find R
2
', with R, f arbitrarily
made equal to zero. The signal flow graph for the element C
then is a normal two port signal flow graph with no delay free
path in port one. It is fairly obvious that port two of the






f is the port two resistance of the element C.
2 - In the analysis of the internal structure of Chapter VI, we
found the sensitivities of the wave digital filter with respect
to the original component values, i.e. L's, C T s, R , and R
T
.
It is interesting, for a given filter, to differentiate the
conventional digital filter transfer function with respect to
components L, C, R
,
and R_ and compare these sensitivities
to those of the wave digital filter obtained in Chapter VI.
3 - The sensitivity functions of the wave digital filter with re-
spect to filter multiplier coefficients can be used to imple-
ment an adaptive wave digital filter, by feeding back a weighted
percentage of the sensitivities into the input as shown
schematically in Fig. 7.5. The adaptivity can be done using
any of the known optimization methods available in the
literature, namely gradient optimization techniques, Fletcher-
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A. DESIGN CF LOW PASS LC FILTER WITH THE GIVEN SPECIFICATION
1. Specification
It is required to design a .5 db low pass Chebechev filter with
load resistance R = 50 ft and source resistance R = 100 ft, with
*-« s




From the Handbook of the Filter Synthesis by Zverev [1] for the
given specification, the normalized values of L and C for R = 1 ft,

















L- = 3.0640 henries
3. Design of Wave Digital Filter
Using this data the required wave digital filter with no delay
free path in port two was designed using the table 4.2b. The schematic
wave flow diagram of the wave digital filter is shown in Fig. A. 2.
Note that from Figure A. 2 and equation (4.17) the unity input impulse
































Fig. A. 2. Seventh order low pass .5 db ripple Chebyschev wave digital
filter designed with no delay free path on port two after the
seventh order low pass filter of Fig. A.l. Note that only
delay free signal paths are shown.
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c(nT) = h(nT) = &t) b (nT) (A.l)
where T is the sampling period of the filter. We also note that h(nT) is
also the transfer function of the filter in the time domain. Thus the
transfer function of the filter in the frequency domain will be
N





HCJuO -£ &fi b 72 (nT).e"^nT
n=0
N
-^ Z b72^-e"J0mT (A. 2)
n=0
where <j> is the reflection coefficient of the filter and N was chosen large
enough for transients to decay. Using these results the frequency trans-
fer function and also the impulse response of required filter was pro-
grammed in the computer. Sampling period of .01 sec was used, thus
making the sampling frequency approximately six times the critical frequency,
or three times the Nyquist frequency.
The appropriate computer programs for filter transfer function, and
also its impulse response are given at the end of this appendix together
with the computer output results which are listed in Tables A.l and A.
2
with their corresponding graphs in Figs. A. 4 and A. 5.
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4. Design of the Conventional Digital Filter for Comparison Purposes















u 6 , 5 K 4 K 3 K 2,
CA.4)




o .„r *-b1 sb
where from the circuit analysis we find






















































































































which is the filter's scale factor.KL
To find T(z) for the direct digital filter design, i.e. the
digital filter transfer function, we can use equation (A. 6) and the




s = I (^-y) (A.7)1
1+Z
or for simplicity we can factor H(s) into one first order and three second























Note that in effect we are going to have one first order filter cascaded
with three second order cascaded filters. It is much easier to bilinear
transform the subsections one at a time rather than bilinear transform















































































z ) (l+a 3z
"N-^z *) 1+a.z
where
K = Kn • K- • K- • K. • Kc12 3 4 5
Note that T(z) is merely the transfer function of four cascaded first
order and second order sections as shown in Figure A. 5. Thus the appro-
priate iterative equations are









































(nT-T) - ^(nT-TT (A. 9)
where T is the sampling time of the filter and with initial conditions
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Fig. A. 3. Seventh, order digitized and cascaded filter corresponding to
seventh, order analogue filter of Fig. A.l.
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set to zero, i.e.
v (-i) = o
I = -1,-2, J = 1,2,3
.Also we note that for impulse response
V. (I) = V. (nT) =
1 for n=0
for n^O
Thus the unity input ijnpulse response of the filter from equation (A. 9)
will be VQ (nT) and we note that this is also the filter transfer function




Also the filter transfer function in the frequency domain can be found
from equation (A. 2). Using these results the transfer function and also
unity impulse response of filter was programmed in the computer and
computed using the same sampling frequency as that of the wave digital
filter of Section 3.
The simulation computer programs are given at the end of this
appendix and their corresponding outputs are given in Tables A.l, A.
2
together with the results obtained for the same filter using wave digital
filter design for comparison purposes. Note that no graphs are given
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c. i / 09*0-0 i
LI . t* ''O > J-jj
0.1. »'< iu-OJ
C. 10c-2 <J-uJ
. * * 3 jO—o *
C. / /• i J-u*
O.c •'• ' ' 0- j<,
C. >> 1 ' ' J- j
.,
C. * / /'i'/ )-j*
Table A«l« Computer frequency response output for both wave digital
filter and conventional cascaded digital filter .
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Time Wave Digital Filter Conventional Digital Filter
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0.39 18 10-0 3
- C . 7uoOi J- JJ
-U.iibV JJ-U2
-tj . 54 35 0-03
0. 48 743J-JJ
Table A. 2. Computer output for unity impulse response of both wave
digital filter and conventional cascaded digital filter






0.0 100.0 *•-..„ Frequency rad/sec
Fig. A. 4. Graph of the transfer function of the wave digital filter



















0.0 .1*' .2 .3 .4
.12939- * .r~::^. ;.•::::::-:•::::. .:v.:;:
* "it
'
^ "*' ' >
.5 .6 .7 .8 .9
'A A -A
j j-> 1 IPUOOO
Fig. A. 5. Graph of the unity impulse response of wave digital filter
with the given specification in Section I.
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B. Computer Program No. 1. Program for unity impulse response of the
wave digital filter with no delay free path on port two with thegiven specification
.
c
C ******** wAVE ciGITAL FILTER *************
C **** T^g response ****
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)





-503 CHE9ECHEV LOW-PASS FILTER WITH RS=2.0 ********
CcrPui.ci'J 1 VALUcS
C INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITANCE VALUES IN HENRI ES,ANC FARADS






A 13 =4 .36 95 00
C4=, 837700





27 FORMAT! 5X» ' THE LN SCALED COMPONENT VALUES ARE 1 ,//)WRITE (6, 18) RL,RS
WRITE(6, 22) AHiC2,AL3,C4,AL5»C6,AL7
C SPECIFY THE CUT OFF FREQUENCY IN RAO/SEC.
OMGAC=100.000
C
C SAMPLING TIME IS T
T=.010Q
C
C i.v0 EDANCE SCaLE FACTOR IS SIMP
SIMP=5C.00O
C T t-E EFFECT OF SAMPLING TIME IS SFREQ












29 FuRMATt 5X,« THE SCALED COMPONENT VALLE3 ARE',//)
Mri 17 E(6 f 22) ALlfC2fALJtC4,AL3,C6,AL7
22 F CRMATI5X ,' Li =' ,E1 2 . 5 ,3X , • C2 = • , Ei2 .5 , »L3=', E12.5,3X, • C4= • ,E 12 .5, 3X
1, 'Li=',E12.5,3X, f C6=« , El 2 .5 ,3X , ' L7 = ' ,E12.5,//)
m ^
l~ c lo - 16 i RLfRS
13 FGRMATUOX,' SL = « ,E12.5 ,5X,'RS = ' , E12.5,// )
C FILTER iCAi_E FACTOR FROM OA TA IS COtF
CCEF= (RS + RD/P.L
»RITE(6,37) COEF
37 F0RMAT(5X, 'THE FILTER SCALE FACTOR I S . . . . • , E12 . 5 , //)
C















































































E UAVE DI6ITAL FILTER MULTIPLIER COEFFICIENTS ARE
,10 ) SI6."Ai ,SIGMA2 ,SI6MA3,SIGMA4,SI6MA5,SIGMAo,SIGMA7,PHI
/, <tX, • SIo ,J,Al = ' ,F6.4,^X, ' GIGMA2 = ' ,r6.4,4X,' SI6MA3=« ,F6.4,4X,
= •
, F6.4,*Xt • SIGMA5=« ,Fo.t,4X, «SI6MA6= • , F t . 4, 4X, • SI GM A 7= ' ,F6
Pril=* ,Fb.4J
INITIAL VALUES





















X 7 4= i, . CO














































-X23 + SIGMA1*( X23-X14)
MA2*(S12+X14-X33-X24)





MA 7* (A 72-6 62+ >72-X73)
+X73 +Sio w A6*( B3 2-Xt.3J
VA 5* (B61-642 + X63-X53 JX ^ j +S I j M A 4 - ( B 2 2- X 4 i )










































RESPONCE All IS SET TO ZE^Q FOR THE NEXT ITTERATION
ARRANGING TFE OUTPUT CATA
OATAt I ,li=OLTAT
GAT4( I, 2J = 3 7«r*( 1. 000+ PHI ) /2




FCRMAH 1 !' J
hPITE (6 ,55i
rOR-1AT(20X, • TI ME
• , 2 IX , '0 ITPUT .
WRITE (6 ,20) ( {OATA{ n,m), v=l. t 3) f i\|=i t sa>
CALL GRAPH X(0ATA f 9S , 4nTI Mfc , 9riMAG.Nl Tliifc J
FORMAT ( <:0X, E12. 5 ,1CX,E12.5 ,i0X,E12.5)






SuesCUTIME GRAPt-X ( DATA, N, V INOEP , VARDEP )
IMPLICIT REAL*S IA-H,C-Z)
DIMENSION DATAi 210,3) ,3< 121)
DATA LCT/' + •/, STAR/ •*«/, BLANK/' •/
fcRITEt 6 ,300 ) VI.NDeP
300 F3R-4AT(lHl t < THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE IS ',A4,
wlTZio t<+QOi VAi-DEP




SVAt.= CATA(l ,2 )
DC 1 1=2,
N
IF ( DATA ( I,2).GT .B IGE ST )B I GE ST=D ATA < 1,2)
IF {DAT A (I ,2) .LT.SMAL)SMAL = DATA( i t Z)
1 CONTINUE
DC t 1=1,
IF(0ATA( I ,3 ) .oT.3IGESTJBIGEST = DATA( I ,2 i
IMDATA( I ,3) .LT.S.MAL) SPAL=DATA(I ,3)
2 CCM IiYJE
iF(SMAL.Gc.O.OOCJ SMAL=0.0D0
*R ITEtc^OO ) S.-iAL,5IGEST
BHINS=6IGE3T-SNAL
DG 3 1=1,62
3 e(IJ = 8LANK
DC - 1=1 ,N
DmTAI I ,2) =(DATA(I ,2)-SVAL)*6l.0C0/eviNS + 1.000
DATA(I t 3)= (CATAd, j)-SMAL )*61 .00G/8M IN S+ 1. ODO
IhOEX'QATAC I ,2J
J.NCEX = CATA( 1,3)
B» 1ND^X) = D0T
o( JNDcXj =STAR




200 FC?MAT(3X,E12.5t5X,« C« ,14X,'M' , 14X , «G',12X






specification. X path on Port ^ with the given
C ******** ^VE CIGITAL FILTER *************
C









*;^PJcCH£3£ChEV LOW-OASS FILTER WITH RS=2.0 ********L CQMPQuENT VALUES
C IKCJCTANCE ANC Ci° AC IT VJCE VALUES IN HENRIES, AND FARAOS









AL7 = 3 .4050D0
Rj. = 1.000
«RITEI6,27)
27 FORMAT fiX, 'THE UNSCALEO COMPOMENT VALUES ARE*,//)
v^FI Tfc (o ,L8J Rl,RS
WR IT E(d, 22) AL1,C2,AL3,C4,Al5,C6,AL7
C SPECIFY THE CUT CFF FREQUENCY IN RAC/SEC.OMGAO 100.000
c
C SAMPLING TIME IS T
T=.ulCC
C




C FREQUENCY SCALING WITH PREWARPING AS '*ELL AS TAKING INTC ACCUNT












29 FuRMmT(5X,' THE SCALEC COMPONENT VALUES ARE 1 ,//)
wR IT E( 6, 22 J Al1,Cz,AL3,C4,Al5,C6,AL7
ZZ FCPMA7I5X , ' Ll = ' ,E12.5 ,3X , 'C2=', Ei2. 5, ' L3= • , E12 . 5 , 3X , 'C^' ,E 12.5,3*
l, , L5= , ,ci2.5,3X, l C&=' ,E12.5,3X,'L7=' ,£12.5,// J
WP I7E(o,18) RL, PS
13 FuRMA'QOX ,' PL = ' , E12.5,5X, 'RS= ' , E12.5,// )
C
C FILTER SCALE FACTOR FROM DATA IS COEF
CCEr = (RS+-RLJ/ RL
wR ITE( c,37J COEF
J7 FCP-tAT(5A, 'THE FILTER SCALE FACTOR I S . . . . ' , E 12. 5 , // )
C




R<: = R1 + AL1
SIGMA1=R1/R2
G*=l. CCO/R 2
oj> = o2 -»C2
S1GMA2=G2/G3
*
Graphx, subroutine is given in Computer Program No. 1.
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R2 = l. CD0/G3
R4=R2+AL3
S 1GMA3 = R3/R4











SIGMA 7 = R7/R8
PHI=(RL-R8) /(RL+R8)
WRITE<6,42)
42 F0RMAT<5A,' THE *AVE IGI TAL F I LTER MULTIPLIER COEFFICIENTS ARE...
WRITE (6, 10) SIGMAlf SIGMA 2 t SIGMA 3 f S I GMA 4, SI 3 MA 5 , SIGMA6 ,SIGNA7,PHI
10 FCRMAK/ ,4X ,'SIG^Al = ' ,Fo.4»4X, ' SIuM/S2=' ,Fo.4,4X, 'SIGMA 3=' ,Fc.4,4X,
1« SIGMA 4=' ,ro.4, 4X t ' SIGMA3=« (Po.^tX, 1 SIGMA6=' ,F6.4,<VX, , SIGMA7=',F6
i.-t.tX , •PHi= • ,Fo.4, /)
C
C




C INITIAL VALUES IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN
C








C INITIAL VALUES IN TIME DCMAIN
C
A11=AS*CCEF
H2 = 0C^?LA( G.CDO, 0.000)
T7=0.0C0












X 73= u .000
X74=0.000
[ITERATION IN THE TIME OCMAIN
DC 1 GC I =1 » 50C
E> 12= A 11+ Ali-X23 + SIGM\ 1*( >23-X14)
3<i2 =X3-3+S 13 MA2 *(•}!<: +X 14-X35-X2*)
oo2 = c^2+X2-»- A't3+SIj |' ; A^*{>i43-X3**)
3^i.= X3J+SIJ.'- ! *4*(B 3i!+Xj4- >i3-X44)
c52 = o it2*>A4-X63 SI0^mp*JXc3-K34)
8c2=X7.S+SlG.vA6* (Bb2 + X54->73-X64J
37^ = rt t. + XOT-x72+JI0"A7 :*l X72-X74)
A 72 = o 72 *PHi








3fcl =37l-352 + X73 + SIGMA6*( B52-X63)
a5i=34<i+$ iGVA5*(B6l-842+X63-X53J '
B4l=B5l-B32+X53+SIGMA4*(B32-X43 J
b 3 1=6 2 2 + S 10'*; 3* (641-3 22+ X43-X33)
E21=E3 1-512 +X33 *S IGMA2*(B 12-X 2 J )
B 11=A H+S 1 G MA i* ( B2 1 -Al 1+ X 23-X 1 3 J










X 52= B 5 1
X54=652
Xt3=861










ue = CC^E3(H2 )*(1 .000+PM )/2




w = w + DLTA'v^
CONTINUE
*R ITE(6,54)
FCfMAT C» I • J
FCRMATtJoX, 'FREQ' ,21X, 'OUTPUT NO 1 ' , 1CX, 'OUTP UT NO
*kITE (c ,2 J ( (DaTA( N,Mi f ,v=1 ,iJ ,N=1»98J
CAL«- GRAPHX1 DATA f 9S,4HFREQ f 9HMAGNI TIDE)





D. Computer Program No. 5. Program for unity impulse response of theconventional cascaded digital filter with thriven speciftcation
C *********7IME RESPONCE ************
C CQNMVENSIONAL DIGITAL FIlTER DESIGN
L
c







r rrun?:rf?*w*,.50 ^rCHE8ECH£V L^^-PASS FILTER WITH PS=2.0 ********
i^ST^S AND CAPACITANCE VALUES IN HENRIES f ANC FARADS
9 ^r? ALl £ tC , T0 CRIl 1CAL FREQUc^CY OF 1 RAD/SEC AT 2 OS PCINTC WITH RL=1
C
RS=2. 000









27 FJ3^AT{5X,« THE UNSCALEO COMPONENT VALLES ARE',//)
4RI7fc<6,18 ) RL, 3S
«R I TE< 6, 22) AL1.C2 ,A L3 ,C4 , AL5 , C6 , AL7
C SPECIFY THE CUT OFF FREQUENCY IN RAO/SEC.
GMGAC=1QC. 00
C
C SAMPLING TIME IS T
T=.01D0
C
C IMPEDANCE SCALE FAC TOR IS SIMP
SIMP=5C0D0
C
C FREQUENCY SCALING WITh PREWARPING IS SFREQ











29 FOP 1ATI5X ,' THE SCALED C CM PONE NT VALUES ARE', //J
rfR ITE(o,<^) ALlrC2tAL3 f C4,AL5iC6,AL7
22 FORMAT <5X ,« Ll=« iE12 .5 ,3X » • C2= • , E12 .5 , «L3= *, E12.5,3X, «C4= • ,E 12-5, 3X
1, •Li= , ,E12. 5, 3X,'C6=« , tl 2 .5 , 3 X , ' L7= ' ,612.5 ,// )
* RITE (6, 13 J RL, PS
13 FOPMATUOX,' RL=' ,E12.5 ,5X,'RS=' , El^.5,// J
C CALCULATION OF ThE COEFFICIENTS OF
C
C MS )=«/ (S7+A6*So+A5*S5+A4*S4+a3*S3+A2*S2+A 1*S1+AC)
C
AAC = (RL + RS) /RL
C
C FILTER 'SCALE FACTOR FROM CATA IS COEF
COEF=AA0
**RI7E16,37) COEF
37 FORMAT! pX,' TnE FILTER SCALE FACTOR IS ',E12.5,//J
C
AA1= (4L1 + AL3+AL5+AL7 J/RL+RS*(C2+C4+C6)




















A^= t^Ll+AL 3 J*( AL5+AL7)*C4/RL + < ALJ+ALf )*<C2*C 6*RS+<C6*AL7+C2*AL1 ) /
*RU + L-t*kS*( C2*AL3+AL5*C6 )+ALl*AL7*(C2 + C6)/RL
*££:!,£ ViM*-7** 5 ' 5*1-* * t^l-5* C6*IC2 + C4 )+ALJ*C2*<C<+ + C5) )+C4*AL5*AL3*(C6
*+C2*RS/RL J
AA5=AL1* (C2*AL3*IC<+* ( AL5+AL7 )+C6*AL7 ) +AL5 *C6 *AL 7*(C2 + C4) ) /RL + AL 3*C
*4*AL3*C6*(AL7/RL+C2*RS)
AA6=C2*AL3*C4*AL5*Co*(AL7*RS/RL*AL 1 J
A A 7=( AL1*C2*AL3*C4*AL5*C6*AL7 )/RL
A(1J = 1 .000
Al 2)=AA6/AA 7
Al_>)=A45/AA7







FORMAT (5X, ' THE COEF.OF HIS )=K/ I S 7+A 6*S6+A 5*S5+A 4*S4+A 3* S3+A 2* S2 +
LAl*Sl+AQJ are* ,/j
WR IT El 6,40) A ( 2 J, A (3) ,A(4) ,Ai 5) ,A I 6 ) , A I 7) , A ( 8 )
FGRMAT15X ,' A6=» ,E12 .5 ,3X, «A5= ', E12-5, 2,<, «A4=' ,E12.5,3X, «A3= SE12.5l,3X,»A2=',Ei2.5,3X,'Al='
, El 2.5, 3X,«AG = ' , E12 .5 ,/ )
WP 17 El o, 43 J C3EF1
FC?MAT<5X,' K = ' ,E12.5,//J
CALCULATION OF THE COEF, CF THE EQN
.











































-1 7 -1 -1 -2 -1 -2 -1 -2
H(ZJ = K*<l + i ) /ll+A4*Z )(1+A1*Z +31*Z H 1+A 2*Z +B2*Z)ll+A3Z +83Z )
2-FFJ/<FF+P2*F+F2 i




/1(P4 + F)*{FF + F*P1+F1}*(FF + F*P2 +F2)*(FF4F*P3 + F3))
THE COEF. OF Z**-l A MJ1 Z**-2 IN OLAORATLRc FCRN





&2 = 2- CGG^ (F
0^ =<FF-P2*F
03 =2 .3CG* IF
JJ = 1 FF-rPJ-r
3-»-= i ? 4- F ) / I
L o EF2 =CC£F1
i»P ITfcl c,6fc)
FU MA T (5X, •
1AL. MULTLYi'i




















I ITER AT ION IN THE TIME DOMAIN












FOR IMPULSE RES PONCE
JPP = .000
UPP IS SET TO ZERO FOR THE NEXT ITTEBATICN
OATAARRANGING THE OLTPUT








55 FCMATUOX, 'TIME' ,21X, 'OUTPUT NO 1 •, 1GX, "OUTPUT NG
«RITE (6 ,20) ( <DATA(.M,.*J t f=l ,3) , N=l ,98)
CaLL GR-PHX(DA7A,9B,4H7IME,9HMAGNITUDE)








Computer Program No 4
. Program for transfer function of the con-
ventional cascaded digital filter with the given specification.
C **** FREQUENCY RESPONCE ****









C **********. b0 $ CHE3ECHEV LOW-PASS FILTER WITH RS=2.0 ********
- !.^9W£I ^C CAPACITANCE VALUES IN HENRIES, ANC FARADSC NORMALIZED TO CRITICAL FREQUENCY OF 1 RAD/SEC AT 3 OB FCINT
L W i I h RL=1
C
RS=2.CD0
a l 1=2. 42 75 DO
C^ = . 7 4 7 COO
AL3=4.26S5D0
C4 = . 8377DO
AL5=4.48860C




27 F0RMATJ3X,' THE LNSCALEO CCfPONENT VALUES ARE',//)
*aiTE(c f 18) RL,RS
rfFITE(6,22) AL1,C2,AL3,C4,AL5,C6, AL7
C SPECIFY THE CUT OFF FREQUENCY IN RAO/SEC.Q«GAC*100.000
C
C SAMPL ING T IME IS T
T=.01C0
C
C IMPECANCE SCALE FACTOR IS SIMP
SiyP = 50.000
C












29 F0RMA T <5X ,' THE SCALED COMPONENT VALUES ARE',//)
*R ITEi c , ZZ ) ALl»C2,AL3,CA T AL5,C6,Ac7
ZZ FCR'-<AT(5X, 'Ll=' ,E12.5,3X, «C2=', El 2. 5, «L3=' ,E12. ! f 3X v l C4«* ,E12.5 f 3X
1 ,' l5 = ' ,cx2.5,3X,'Co = ' , EI2 .5 ,JX t L7 = ' , E12 .5, // )
*F ITE(c»18> Rl.RS
13 FCR^A T (1JX, • RL= • ,E12.5,5X, 'R S= • , E12.5,//)
C CALCULATION OF TtiE COEFFICIENTS UF
c
C




C FiLTfcR SCALE FACTOR FROM DATA IS COEF
CCEF=AAC
*F ITE(o,j>7) COEF
37 FlRMAT(5a ,' The FILLER SCALE FACTOR I S . . . . • , E 12 . 5, // )
C
AAi^( iLl +AL3 +AL5+AL7) /RL + R S* ( C Z+C 4+C 6 )





A>3=< AL1+Al3J*( AL5+AL7)*C4/RL + ( AL3+AL5)*(C2*C6*PS+<C6*AL7+C2*AL1)/
**L) + C4*RS*(C2*AL3+AL5*C6)+ALj.*Al7*(C2 +C6)/PL
"^fi ~H+AL7*RS/RLJ*< AL5*C6*( Z<L -*C4 1 +A L3*C2* ( C4 + C6 ) J +C4*AL 5*AL 3*( C 6
*+ C<:-'-'\ S/RL J
































»nUTE(6,40) m(2) ,A(31 ,A(4),A(5J,At6),M7),A(8)
FCRMATOXf »A6=',E 1^.5 1 3X, • A 5=' f E 12. 5,2X,' A4=« ,E12.5,3X,'A3=',E12.5
1 ,jX,' A 2 = ' ,£12.5 ,3X,« Al = ' , Ei2.5,3X, ' A0=',E12 .5,/ J
*?ITb{6,45J C0EF1
FCR'^AT 15X,' K=«, E12.5, //}
CALCULATION OF
H( SJ =
THE COEF. CF THE EQN.

































A, NO EG, Y, IE P.
)
EAL( Y( 1J )








-1 7 -1 -1 -2
H(Z) = K*(i + Z ) /(1+A4*Z H1+A1*Z + S1*Z ) ( 1 + A2 :
-1 -2 -1






















































( ( P4.+ FJ *(FF + F*o 1+FiJ *( FF+F*P2+F 2)*(FF+F*P3+F3J)
HE COEF. OF Z**-l ANO l^^-Z IN CUACFATURE FCF^ ANC TOT
FACTOR k ARE...',/ J












FREQUENCY RANGE IS CHOSEN TO 8E TWICE THE CRITICAL FREQUENCY
FREQUENCY INCREMENT
DLTAW=QMGAC/50.CDQ
INITIAL VALUES IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN
W=C. oco
ITTcR/TICN iM THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
c
c




INITIAL VALUES IN TIME DOMAIN
UP1=UPP
TT=0. COO











I ITERATION IN THE TIME DOMAIN
OC IOC 1=1,500



















ARRANGING THE OUTPUT DATA
DATAt J,l )=W
DATA I J f2)=OA
DATA! J,3)=G.OD0
In = ktO LT AW
CCNT1 NUE
wRITE<6,54)
FORMAT! • 1« )
^ R ITE (t,55 i
_ , . , rtW
F0RMAT<20X, , FREC« .21X, 'OUTPUT NG l'»10X
*Ri T E('o, 20} ( OATM *', M),M=1, A ) ,N=l f 9 8)
CU*. oP^PHX (DATA, 93 ,4FFREC,4HMAGN
J
FORMAT! 20a, E12. 5 f lGX,E12.5 ,10X,E12.5J
STC?
ENC




[1] Anatol I. Iverev, Handbook of Filter Synthesis, 1967, published




A - Computer Program No. 5 . Program to calculate the rms error due to
truncation in the number of bits of wave
digital filter multiplier coefficients.
C **** FREQUENCY RESpqnCE ****
C ROOT mean SQUARE ERROR DUE T3 TR'jNCATICN in NO. CF RITS *****
C FOR SIMPLE SECTION WAVE DIGITAL FILTER
u
c






CHEBECH£V L0*-pASS F H-TEP WITH RS = 1.0 ********
C INDUCTANCE AND CAPACI^AMrE VALJ ES IN FENRIES.ANC FARADS
C NORMALIZED TO CRITICAL FREQUENCY OF I RAD/SEC AT 3 D8 POINT






04 = 1.3843 00
AL5=2.7177D0
Co=i.296lD0
AL7 = 1 .799600
RL = 1. CDO
'.•J=.I-E<6f 18) RL,RS
13 FCRMA^IDX,' RL=« , F6.4,5X, 'RS = ' ,F6.4,/)
WPITE(6,22) ALlt:2,AL3»C4 t AL5 f C6,AL7
21 FORMA" (5X, 1 L1 = ',E12.5,3X, »C2=\E12.5, 'L3=',E12. 5,3X, «C4=« ,E12.5,3X
i,'L5*' ,E12.5,3X,'C6 = « ,E12 .5 ,3 X , • L7 = • , E12 .5,// ) ' r
C FILTER SCALE FACTOR IS COEF
C3FF=(RL+RS)/RL
49 IT E( 6,3 7) COEF
37 FCRMAT(7X,'THE FILT ER SCALE FACTOR IS , ,E12.5,//i
C SPECIFY THE CUT OFF FREQUENCY IN RAD/SEC.
JMGAC=1.0D3
C
C SAMPLING PERIOD IS DLTAT
3LTAT=1.0D0
C
C FREQUENCY SCALING WITH PREWARPING AS WELL AS TAKING INTO ACOUNT









CALCULATION TO FIND THE TERMINATING RESISTANCE CF EACH ELEMENT
C A"0 WAVE DIGI T AL FILTER MULTIPLIER COEFFICIENTS


























°hl = ( RL-R8J /( RL+R8)
WRITE!6,42)
42 F0RMAT(5X,« THE WAVE OIGI T AL FILTER MULTIPLIER COEFFICIENTS ARE..
kPITE(6,10) SI3 MAi ,SIGMA2 ,S1GMA3»SI GMA4,S IGMA5,SIG»«A6, SIGMA7, PHI
10 FORMAT! /,4X , « SIGMA 1= • .F6. 4, 4X, ' SI GM A2=' »F6. 4, 4X t ' SIGMA3 = ' ,F6.4 T4Xt
1 • S IGMA4 = ' ,F6.4,4X, 'SIGMA5=',F6.^, 4X, «SIGMA6=« , F6.4,4X, •SIGMA7= , »F6
2.4,4X, 'PiI=»,F6.4,/)
C INP'J T IN TJME DOMAIN IS AS
AS^l.ODO
UP=AS*COEF
C CALCULATION OF THE FREQUENCY RESPONCE GF THE
C FILTER ^ITH PRACTICALLY INFINITE PRECESION
C IN DROER TO SET t H £ cEFFERENCE DATA
C
CALL FIL T ER (UP,SIG«A1,SIGMA2» SIGMA3, SIGMA4, SI GMA5 ,SIGMA6 , SIG VA7, PH




C CALCULATION! OF THE ERROR IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN DUE
C T Q'JANT IZATION OF ~HE WAVE DIGITAL FILTER PARAMETERS TO THE




CALL FILERR (U p , S I GM A 1 ,S IGMA2, S I GMA3 , S I GMA4, S IGMA5 , SIGMA 6, SI GMA7, PH
*I ,DATA,N0BTS,ER,0M3AC ,DLTAT)
C
C OU T PU" CATA SET UP
DATA3 ( JJ,1) =JJ
DATA3( JJ,2)=ER




PLOT OF THE R.M.S. ERROR DUE TO QUANTIZATION IN THE NO OF
C 3ITS OF *AVE DIGITAL FILTER PARAMETERS VERSUS THE NO. OF BITS
WP. ITE( 6»54)
54 FORMAT! »1«)
M o I TE ( 6 » 5 5 J
55 FORMAT! 20X, 'NO. OF 3 I TS ' , 15 X, 'MEAN SQUAR ERROR',/)
WRI"E!6»20 ) ( (DATA3 (N ,M) , v= 1, 3) , N= 1, 2C )
CALL GR4PHX(DATA3f23f4HNPITf4HMSER)











C SUBROUTINE FIL T ER TAKES ^ HE VALUE OF THE INPUT IN THE TIME
C DOMAIN AND PLOTS THE MAGNITUDE VERS. FREQUENCY CURVE




DIMENSION DATA! 210,3) ,DT(210,3)
C




C INITIAL VALUES IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
W =0.0 DO
C ITTERATION IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
OC 110 J = l, 98
C
C INITIAL VALUES IN TIME DOMAIN




















C ITTERATION IN T HE TIME DOMAIN
DO 100 1=1, 500
3 12=A U + X11-X23 + SIGMA1*(X23-X14)
3 22=X33+SI3MA2*(B 12*- X 14- X33- X24)
3 3 2=b22 + X2 4-X43+SIGMA3 !M X43-X34)
9 42= X 53+ SIS Mi 4* (e32+X34-X53-X44)
55 2=5 42 + X44-X63+SIG*A5*( X63-X54)
3 6 2=X73-t-SIGMA6- ( 352 +X54-X73-X64 }




3oi=3 7i-3 5 2+X7j+SI3MA6*(3 52-X63)
351=642+SIGMA5*(35 1-34 2+X63-X53J
3h1=3 51-3 3 2+X53+S:GMA4-(3 32-X43)
^3i= Q 22+SI3 ,JM3*(3<tl-8 22 + X43-X33)
321 = 3 31-612+X33+SiGMA2*(912-X23)
































DB*CD4BSI H2)*( 1.03 0+PHI ) /2




DATA! J, 31 = 0. 000
c
c ARRANGING THE OATA FOR PLOT SUBROUTINE
JT( J,l) 0&7AI J,l)3T(J,2)OUi(J, 2)
c






WRITING &N3 PL0TIM3 THE FREQUENCY RESPONCE
WRITE (6,54)
54 FCR^ATC •!•)WRF E(6,55)
55 FC^MAT(20X, 'FREQ' »21X,« OUToijt NO l',10X,«0
WR ITE< 6,2 0) ( (DATA(N.M) ,^ = 1 ,3) ,N = 1,98)










SUBROUTINE FILERR (UP, SIG MAI , SI G MA2, SI GMA3, SI GMA4, SIGMA5 , S IGMA6 ,S I
G
*MA7,PhI,DA"A,N0 6T S , ER , O'-'GAC, DLT AT )
C
C SUBROUTINE FILERR TAKES THE ROOT MEAN SQUARE VALUE OF THE ERRCR
C BETWEEN U NT RUNG AT ED AND TRUNCATED VALUE 3F THE CUT PUT IN THE










21 FORMAT (i:>X, 'THE UN'=>UNCATED V4LUES ARE')
WRITE (6,10) 51 G MAI , 5IGMA2 t$IGMA3,S I GMA4, S I G^A5 , SIGMA6,S IGMA7,PHI
10 FGRM£T(/,4X, • SIGM4 1=' ,F6.4,4X, • SIGMA2=' ,F6.4,4X,' SIGMA3 = « ,F6.4,4X,
*' SIGMA4 = « ,F6.4,4X, »S IGMA5 = «,F6.4, 4X, • S IGM A6= ' , F6 . 4, 4X , , SIGMA7=« ,F6












33 FORMAT! 10X, • NO OF 8ITS =• ,12,/)
C
G PERFORMING THE TRUNCATION PROCESS TO REQUIRED NO. OF BITS »
c n:*ts'
S IGMA1="RUNC( AtMCSTS)
Si GMA2=TRUNC( B, NOBTS)
S IG"IA3=T?UNC(C,N0BTS)
S I G *A 4=T RU NC ( D , NOBT S )
SIG4A 5=TRUNC(E, NOBTS)
S iG'A6=TR'JNC(Pt NOBTS)
SI GMA7=TRUNC( G, NOBTS
)
PHI=TRUNC('H, NOBTS)
W 5 IT E (6 , 22 )
F0RMAT(10X» ' THE TRUNCATED VAL'JES ARE')
HP ITE<6,10) SIGMA 1, SIGMA2,SI3MA3,SIGMA4,SIGMA5,SIGMA6,SIGMA7,PHI
CALCULATION OF THE FREQUENCY RESPONCE WITH WAVE OIGITAL
C CA-A^ETE'S OF FINI'E PRECESIDN
CALL FIL'ER CJ P, S I GMA1 , S IG"A2t S I GMA3 , S IGMA4, S IGMA5, SIGMA6, SI GMA7, PH
*I ,DATA2,0M3AC,DLTAT)









S I GM A 3=C














FUNCTION TRUNC (VALUE , NOB TS)
FUNCTION TRUNC CONVERTS THE VALUE INTC BINOMIAL FLOATING
P1INT ASTHMATIC A^D THEN TRUNCATES THE VALUE TC THE DESIRED
NO. OF PITS AND T HEN CONVERTS 5AC* THE VALUE INTO DECIMAL
F I XEO POINT A3 I THMATIC
MAX. NO. DF BITS(NDBTS) MHJST NDT EXCEED 30
AND THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF •VALUE' MUST BE LESS THAN 1.0D9
AND THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF 'VALUE' MUST BE GREATER THAN 1.00-15
IMPlICI T RE AL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
DIMENSION MLTPL (30)































.ODD) GO TO i
TS
TJDE OF A IS GREATER THAN I
20


























08 -iP = ^ONT-NOBTS+l
:=o.ooo
DC 15 I=NP, N°N-




20 CONTINUE aT „,DC o 1=1, MB ITS
pa aCT=F= 5,CT*2
IF (F - AC .GE.l .000)
*LTPL(IJ*0
IF( ( J J**LT 9 L( I) ).EQ
„C T 6
7 CONTINUE
FR iC T =F=ACT-l .000













*B - Computer Program No. 6 . Program to calculate the rms error due
to truncation in the number of bits of
complex wave digital filter multiplier
coefficients.
C **** FREQUENCY RESPQNCE ****
I




9 rn!n?*cM?*w;r9i.CHEBECHEV l°w-°ass filter with ps=i.o ********C COMPONENT VALUES
C INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITANCE VALUES IN HENRIES. AND FARADS
C NORMALIZED TO CRITICAL FREQUENCY OF 1 RAD/SECAT 3 DB POINT










RL = l .000
WRITE(6,18) RLfRS
18 F3OMATU0X,' q L= •• F6.4,5X, 'RS* 1 ,F6.4,/)
wRITE (6»2 2i AL1,C2 ,AL3,C4,AL5, C6, AL7
22 FOP. "•I ATI 5X, «L1=' ,= 12. 5,3X,'C2=' ,E12.5,«L3 = ' , E12 . 5 ,3X , • C4 = « .E12.5.3X
1 ,'L5=',E12.5,3X,'CS=' , E12.5,3X, 'L 7= • | E 12. 5, // ) ' '
r
C FILTE' SCALE FACTOR IS COEF
CCEF = (RL>RS)/RL
WRITE! 6,37) COEF
37 F0RM4TC7Xf »THE FILTER SCALE FACTOR I S. . .. • , E12. 5 , //)
C SPECIFY THE CUT OFF FREQUENCY IN RAD/SEC.
OMGAC=1.000
c
C SA Mo LING PERIOD IS OL TAT
0LTA T=1.0D0
C
FREQUENCY SCALING WITH PREWARPING AS WELL AS TAKING I NT C ACGUNT










CALCULATION TO FIND THE TERMINATING RESISTANCE CF EACH ELEMENT
C AND COMPLEX WAVE DI3I T AL FILTER MULTIPLIER COEFFICIENTS
C WITH NO DELAY FREE PATH ON PORT TWO
R1 = RS
R2 = i R1+AL1) /( 1.0D0*C2*(R1+AL1 J i
R3=(R2+iL3)/( l.G3 0+C4*(32+AL3n
R<+ = (R3*AL5J /(1.0D0 + C6=MR3+AL5J)
R 5=3 4+AL7
BETA 11= <2*R 1+AL 1+R1*R 1*C 2-AL1 *ALl*C2 ) /< (R H-AL 1) *( l.OD 0+R 1*C2*4L1 *C
*2) )
GAM A 11== l/{ (R 1+AL1)*( 1.0DO+R1*C2+AL1*C2) )
BE"A12=(R1*R1 *C2+2-R 1*4L 1*C2-4L H-AH*AL1*C 2) /(( « l+AL 1) *{ 1.00 0+R1*C
*2+ALL*C2) J
GA",A12=(R 1*R1*C2-AL 1- AL 1*AL 1*C2 J / ( ( R 1 + ALl ) * ( 1 . 0D0+R1 * C2+AL1 *C2 ) J
3E T U3 = 1 .300/ { 1 .000 + Rl*C2 + ALl*C2)
5ETAL4=R1 /( R1+AL1)
3 E~ i21= (2*? 2+&L3+R2*R2*C^AL3*AL3*C4) /((R2«-AL3) *( 1. 0D0+R2*C4+AL3*C
*M )
GAMA21=R2/( (R2 + AL3)*( 1 . 0D0+R2 *C ^+AL3*C4 ) )




Subroutine Graphx is given in Computer Program No. 1 of Appendix 1





B ET\2j=1.03 0/( 1.0D0+R2*C4+AL3*C 4)Bc-A24 =R2/(^2>AL3 )
^TA31=(2*R3 + AL5 + R3*R3*C6-AL5*AL5*C6)/((R3 + AL5)*(1.000+R3*C6+AL5*C





A3 2=i* 3 * R3 *C6*2*R3*AL5*C6-AL5+AL5*Ai.5*C6)/< ( R3 +AL5 ) * ( 1 .0 D0+R3*C
*o +AL5 *C6 ) )3AVA32 = (R3*R3*C6-AL5-AL5*AL5*Cb )/ ( (R3+AL5}*( 1 .ODO+R 3*C6+AL5*C 6)
)





42 F0RMAT(5X,''THE COMPLEX WAVE DIGITAL FILTER MULTIPLIER COEFFICIENTS







89 ^^TU*'' ~=TA2- 1= '' •H12:5;1x,'"JaMA2'i = ^;e12.57ix;^ Jf A22= • , E 12 . 5, IX
*, »GAMA22=S = 12.5,1X,'BETA23 = « ,E 12. 5 ,ix ,' 3ETA14 = * , 2.5,//)
•l p I c(o,90| BE: A31, 6AMA31tRETA32,GAMA32fBF7<\33,BE 34
90 FORMAT (IX, 1 BET A31 = • , E 12 . 5 , IX , • 3 A'" A3 I = • , E12 .5 , IX , ' B^T A3 2= • , E 12 .5, IX
*, •GVM32=',E12.5. IX, • B5TA33= '
, S 12. 5 , IX ,' 3 ETA 34 = • ,E12.5,//)WPI'E(6t9li n1G w41,d H I
91 FORMAT! 5X,' SI^M41=» , E 12. 5 ,5X, • PHI =• ,E12.5,// )




C CALCULATION OF THE FREQUENCY RESPONCE OF THE
C FIL"ER WITH PRACTICALLY INFINITE PRECESION
C IN OROER TO SET "HE REFFERENCE DATA
CALL FILTER (UPf BETA11, GAM A11,3ETA12,GAMA12,BETA 13t8ETA14,BETA21 .GA
*MA21 ,BE*A22 ,GAMA2 2, 3ET A2 3 , SET A2 4 , BET A3 1, GAM A3 1, BET A32, GAM A3 2, SET A3




C CALCULATION OF THE ERROR IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN DUE
C T"1 QUANTIZATION OF THE WAVE DIGITAL FILTER PARAMETERS TO THE
C REQUIRED NO . 3F BI T S
C
CALL FILERR (UP,°ET4 1 1 ,GA MAI 1 , 3E TA12 .GAMA12 , BET A13 ,8ST A14, BETA21, GA
*M-21
, 36TA22 f GAM A22, BE" A23, SET424, BETA 3 1,3A^ A3 1, BETA32 ,GAMA32 ,3ETA3
*3
,
dETA34,SIGM41 ,PHl ,D A'A , N0BT3 , ER, GMGAC, DL7 AT )
C 3UTPUT DATA SET U9
DATA3 ( JJ,1 ) =JJ
DA T A3( JJ,2)=ER
DA T A3 UJ,3)=0 .000
220 CONTINUE
C
C 9 LOT OF THE R.M.S. ERROR DUE TQ QUANTIZATION IN THE NO CF
C 3ITS OF WAVE DIGITAL FILTER PARAMETERS VERSUS THE NO. OF BITS
WR ITE( 6,54)
54 FORMAT! ' 1' )
W = I-E(6,55)
55 i--)R1AT( 20X, 'NO. 0^ ? I TS' , 15 X, • MEAN SQUAR ERROR',/)
WRITE (6,20) ( (DAT A3 (N,M ) ,M= L, 3) , N= 1, 20 )
CALw GR AP HX (DAT A3, 2 0,4HNBIT,^,HMSER)






SLBROUTINE FI LTERt'JP, BET A11 , GAM All, BET A12 , GAM A12, BETA13.BETA14.BET
*A21,GAMi,21, BETA 22, 3 A v,A22, PET A 23 , BETA24, 3ETA3 1 ,GAMA3i ,BETA32 ,GAMA32
* ,BETA33,BE r A34,SIGM<»l,PHl,DATA, OMGAC ,OLTAT)
C
C SU3<nUTINE FILTER TAKES THE VALUE OF THE INPUT IN THE TIME
C DOMAIN AND PLOT S "HE MAGNITUDE VERS. FREQUENCY CURVE






(210, 3) ,0T{ 210, 3)
C




C INITIAL VALUES IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
W = 0. ODO
C ITTE^ATICN IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
DO 110 J=l,98
C
INITIAL VALUES IN T IME DCMAIN































ITTERATION IN THE TIME DOMAIN
B12=BETA13i{All*2*Xll+X12J + 3ETA12*X13+GAMA12*XlA-9ETAll*X17-GAMAll
**X13
3 22=BcTA2 3*<A21 + 2*X21 +X22)+8ETA22*X23 +GAMA22*X2*-BETA21*X27-GAMA21
*=»X2B


















8eT424* <A22+2* X23 + X2A, 'BETA22* X21 "GAMAj2^21 - eETA21 * X25 "GAMA21
A12=B21
*lxi6





































0B=CDA6S( H2 )*i 1.0D0+PHD/2
C
C ARRAN6IGNG THE OUTOU T DATA
DATM J,l)»W
DATA( j f 2 ) = 08
DATA* J,3J =0.000
C ARRANGING * HE DA'A FOR »LD T SUBROUTINE
DT( J, I) =DATA( J,l)
DT( J,2J=0A T A( J, 2)
DT< J,3)=0ATA( J, 3)
W=W+DLTAW
110 CONTINUE




55 FC3MAT(20X, 'FREG' ,21X ,'nijTDJT NO 1 ', 10X, 'OUTPUT NO 2')
HF IT£(6t20) ( (DATi( N f M) , M = l ,3 J , N=l,98)
CALL GRAOHX ( DT , 98 t't HFR EQ , 4HMAJN )













SUBROIT INE FILER" (jo, 9ET A 11 , GAM Al 1, BETA 12 , GAM A 12, n ETA 13 , BET A 14 ,BET
*A21,GAMA2 1 , 8ETA22.GAMA22 . 8ETA23 , BET A24 , BET A3 1 , G AM A3 1, 3ET A 32. GAM A3 2
*, BET A 33, 3 ETA 34, SISM4 1.PHI ,DATA ,iN0B7S»ERi0MGAC ,DLTAT)
SUBROUTINE FILERR TAKES T HE RO!)T MEAN SQUARE VALUE OF THE ERROR
BETWEEN UNTRUNCATED AND TRUNCATED VALUE OF THE CU T PUT IN THE
FREQUENCY DO-iAIN AND ALSO PLOTS THE FINITE PRECESIGN
FREQUENCY RESPONCE
r.MDi i r tt o c Ai *a (A-u.n_7 iIMPLICI' REAL*3 (A-H,0-Z)
DI MENSION 0ATA2(210 ,3)
DIMENS ION DATAt 210,3)
WRITE! 6,54)
54 FORMAT! ' 1«
)
WPFE (6,21 )
21 FGRMAK 10X, 'THE UNTRUNCAT
W P IT E ( 6 , 3 8 ) BET All, Ga"A11
88 FCPMAT(1X,« 3ETAll = ' ,E12 .5
*, 'G* M £ 12= '
,
E12. 5, IX, «°ETi
*'PI"E(6,89) BET A21, GA"A2 1
89 FOR^ATtlX,' 3ETA21 = ' ,E12.5
*, • Gi^AZ2= «, E12.5, IX, '3E T A
WRITE (6 ,90 ) BE" 431 ,GA^A31
90 FORMAT( IX,' 5ETA31=' ,E 12. 5
=
,
* GA-^ Ai2= ', E12.5, IX, 'BETA























ED VALUES ARE' )
, PET A 12, GA MA 12, 3 ETA 13, BE TA 14
,1X,'GAMA11=',E12.5, IX, 'BET A 12= ',£12.5, IX
13 = ',E12.5,1X,'8ETA14=',E12.5,//)
,3 ETA 2 2, GAM A 22, BET A 23, BETA 24
,1X,'GAMA21=',E12.5, IX, ' BETA22=« ,E12.5, IX
23= • ,E 12. 5, IX, "3 ETA 14=' ,E12.5,//)
, BET A3 2, GAMA32, 5ETA3 2, BETA 34
1X,'GAMA31 = ' ,E12.5 ,1X ,' BET A3 2=' ,E12.5, IX
33= 12.5,1X,'BETA34=',E12.5,//)
,5X,'PHI=» ,E12.5,//)
WRITE I 6,33) N03TS
FORMA" (10X, • NO OF 3ITS =• , 12,/)
OERFORMING THE TRUNCATION PROCESS TO REQUIRED NO. OF BITS t
• N03"S'
BETUl = TRUNC( AA1,N0STS)
GAM*H»TRJNC« AA2,N13TS)








BET A23= T = J'.'C( 3B5,\1^B T S )
5ETA2 4=TRUNC( 3?o,N0BTS)











PHl = T*'JNC(H,NOBTS )
w& ITE(6 f 22}
F0R4ATI 10X, • THE TPUNCATED VALUES ARE')
WRITE (6 ,3 3 J 3E T All, JAMA 11, BET A 12, GAM A 12, BETA 13, BE TA14
WRITE (6,39) ?E~A21,SA ,'*.21 , Bfc T A2 2 , 3 AM A22 , 9ET A23 , EET A24
WR ITE(6,90) 3E T £,3l,GA>-1 A3l,3ETA32,GAMA32,BETA33,eETA34
WRITE(6»91) SIGV4l f PHl
CALCULATION OF THE FREQUENCY RESPONCE WITH WAVE DIGITAL
PARAMETER? OF FIMFE PRECESION
CALL FILTER I UP, SETA 11 ,G AM Al 1 , BETA 12 , GA MAI 2
,
BE T A 13 , 3ET A 14 , BETA21, GA
*MA2it 5 E' A22, G V-< A22, 8 ET A 23, 3 ET4 2 4, 9 ETA 31, GAM A 31, BETA 32 ,GAMA32,BETA3
*3 ,BETA34,SiGM4' ,PHI , DA" A 2 , OMGAC , OLT AT J
CALCULATION OF ROUT MEAN SQUARE ERROR
E D =3. COO
DO 21J KK=i,98















































*C - Computer Program No. 7
. Program to calculate the rms error due to
truncation in the number of bits of reduced
parameter complex wave digital filter
multiplier coefficients.
C **** FREQUENCY R&SP3NCE ****
£ £22T „'2tA^_ SOIJ * RE S^POP DUE TO TRUNCATION im NO. HP BITS *****C FOR REOUCED PARAMETER COMPLEX /avE DIGITAL FILTER
C
IMOLICI" °EAL*8 <A-H,0-Z)




C "IEBECHEV low"PASs filter with ps=i.o ********
c inductance and capacitance values in henries, and farads













18 FCRMATllOX,' RL=' , F6. 4 ,5 X, • R S=» , F6.4,/)
WS ITC (6, ZZi 4L i,C2,AL3,C4, AL5,C6, AL7
22 F0RMATC5X,' Ll = ' , El 2 . 5 ,3X , • C 2= ' , El 2 .5 , 'L3= ' , E 12. 5, 3X, • C4=« ,E 12.5,3X
If '15=' ,E12.5,3X,':6=' ,E12.5 f 3X,« L7 = « ,E12.5,//)
C FILTER SCALE FACTOR IS COEF
C?EF=(3L+RS) /RL
WR ITE(6,37> COEF
37 F0RMATI7X,' THE FILTER SCALE FACTOR IS . ... ' , E12 . 5, //
)
C SPECIFY THE CU T OFF FREOUENCY IN RAD/SEC.
OMGAC =1.000
C
C SAMPLING PERIOD IS DLTAT
DLTAT=1.000
C
C FREQUENCY SCALING WITH =>REWAR°ING AS WELL AS TAKING INTO ACOUNT
C THE EFFECT OF SAMPLING t I Mg is SCALE









C CALCULATION TO FINO THE TERMINATING RESISTANCE OF EACH ELEMENT
C AND REDUCED PARAMETER COMPLEX WAVE DIGITAL FILTER COEFFICIENTS




3ETA1 =1 .ODQ/( 1.0D0+R1*C2+AL1*C2J
R2=AL1*BETA 1/ALFA1
ALFi2=AL3/(R2+AL3)
BE T A2=1.3 00/(1.CDO+R2*C4+AL3*C4J
R3=AL3*BETA2/ALFA2
ALFA3 = AL5/ I R3 +AL5 )






42 FORMAT? AV' THE REDUCED PARAMETER COMPLEX WAVE DIGITAL FILTER COEFF
Subroutine Graphx is given in Computer Program No. 1 Appendix 1
and Function Trunc is given in Computer Program No. 5.
210

*IC IENTS ARE...' ,//)
C
WRITE (6,88) ALFA1,8ETA1,ALFA2,3ETA2,ALFA3,8ETA3
S8 FORMATUXt' *LF Al=' ,E 12. 5 ,1X,' 3ETA1 =' ,E12. 5 ,1X , » ALFA2 =«,E12.5,1X
*,'3ETA2 = I ,E12.5,1X, 'ALFA3 = • , E 12. 5 , IX,
'
3ETA 3 =',E12.5,//J
WRITE (6,91) SI G "41, PHI
91 FORMAT I 5X, • SIGM41= • , E 12. 5, 5X, «PHI = « ,E12. 5, //)




C CALCULATION OF THE FREQUENCY RESPONCE OF THE
C FILTER Wl'ri ORAC'ICALLY INFINITE °RECESIDN
C IN ORDER TO SET THE REFFERENCt DATA
C





C CAL:'JLA T I?^ OF THE E»ROR IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN DUE
TO QUANTIZATION OF THE WAVE DIGITAL FILTER PARAMETERS TO THE
C REQUIRED NO. OF BITS
C
CALL FILERR(UP,ALFA1 , BE T Al , ALFA2 , 3ET A2, ALFA3, BET A3, S IGM41 ,P HI , DATA
*,N03TS,ER,3MGA: ,DLTAT)
C
C OUTPUT DATA SET UP
DATA3( JJ, 1)=JJ




PL1T OF THE * .M.S. ERROR DUE TD QUANTIZATION IN THE NO OF
C BITS OF WAVE DIGITAL FILTER PARAMETERS VERSUS THE NO. OF BITS
C
WR I T E(6, 54)
54 FCRMAT(U')
55 FORMAT f20X, »Nn. OF 3 I TS' , 15X, 'MEAN SQUAR ERROR',/}
WRITE ( 0f 20) ( (DAT A3 (N, M ) ,M=1»3) ,N=1,20)
CALL 3RA°HX{DATA3,2 0,4HNBIT,4HMSER)







SUBROUTINE FILTER (U°, ALFA 1, BETA 1, ALFA2,3ETA 2, ALFA 3 ,3ETA3, SI GN41. PH
*I ,DAT 4,0MGAC,DLTAT)
C
C SUBROUTINE FILTE= TAKES THE VALUE OF THE INPUT IN THE TIME
Z DOMAIN AND PLOTS THE MAGNITUDE VERS. FREQUENCY CURVE
C OF THE REDJCEO PARAMETER COMPLEX HAVE DIGITAL FILTER
C
IMPLICIT REAL*3 (A-H.O-Z)
C0«L£xn6 H2fWl f Z
DIMENSION DATA{ 210,3) ,DT{ 210,3)
C















C ITTERATION IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
00 110 J=l,98
C
INITIAL VALUES IN TIME OOMAIN
































C ITTERATION IN THE TIME DOMAIN
DC 100 1 = 1. 500
3 12=XL3+X1--X17+GA*A 1*( X 17-X14) +-3ETA I* ( Al 1 + 2* XI 1+X12-X 13-X14-X17-X
*18 )+T hETAl a (X13-X13-X 17+X 14)
A 2 1=8 12










o^t X4L " X ^ 2 + Si;;M ^l*( XA2-X^4}A42=B42*PHI
3 41=A41+SIGM4 1* (A42-A41+X42-X43 J
A o2=B 41
*tlf^f!v^ 1 vol 1+2 *X3 5 + x 3^- )<35*-iLFA3*(2*(A3l-X33+X35)-A32-X34)+BETA
A 22=831
* X35- X36)+THE^A3*(X31-A31-X35+X3S)
*tf #1 =A22-A21-X21+2*<23+X24-X25+ALF&2*( 2*( A21- X23 + X25 J-A22-X2A) +BETA
*2*IA21+X21-X25-X26) + THETA2*(X21-A21-X25+X26)
A 1^=9 21
bll = A12-All-Xll+2*Xl3+Xl^-Xl5+4LF4 1*(2*(AU-X13+Xl5)-A12-X14J+BETA







































Do=:0i3S( H2)*( 1.000+P HI) /2
c





C AP<»AN»GING THE DATA FOR PLOT SUBROUTINE
DT(J, U=DATA( J,l)jT(j,2)=DAta( J, 2)








55 FCB^AT(20X, •FRE0S21X, ,r>UTPUT NO 1 ', 10X, 'OUTPUT NO 2»)
-.RITE (t> ,2 0) { (DATACN, M) » M =l .3) ,N=1,98)
CALL G-APHX(D"r ,93,4HFREQ .^H^AGN)






SUBROUTINE FI LERR (UP , ALFA1 , BETA1 , ALFA2tBETA2» ALFA3,BET A3t SI GM41, PH
*I, DATA, NOBTS, ER,OMSAC,DLTAT)
C
C SUBROUTINE FILERR T AKES T HE ROOT MEAN SQUARE VALUE OF THE ERROR
C BETWEEN UNTPUNCATEO AND TRUNCATED VALUE OF the OUT put IN THE









21 FORMAT( 10X, ' THE UNTRUNCATED VALUES APE')
WRITE(6t88J ALFil T =>ETAl,iLFA2, c*ETA2,ALFA3,3E TA3
83 FD^ATdX, 1 ALFA1=« ,E12.5,1X, '5ETA1 = ' , E12 . 5 , IX , • ALF A2 = • , E 12 . 5, IX
*,'3E^A2 =',E12.5,1X, ' ALF43 = « , E 12 . 5 , IX, ' 3 ETA3 =',E12.5,//)
WRITE(6,91) SIGM41,PHI







DD1 = S IGM41
H=PHI
W«ITE(6,33) NOBTS
33 FORMA'dOX, • NO OF BITS =',12,/)
r
C PERF13MIMG THE TRUNCATION PROCESS T REQUIRED NO. OF BITS ,
C NOBTS'
ALFA1=TRUNC (AAl.NQBTS)






PHI = T PUN'C(H, NOBTS)
MP ITE<6 ,22)
22 FORMAT! 10 X, 'THE TRJNCATED VALUES ARE')
WRITE (o,38) ALFA1,3E T A1,ALFA2,6ETA2,ALF43,BETA3
WRITE(6,91) SIGM41,PHI
C CALCULATION OF THE FREQUENCY RESPONCE WITH WAVE DIGITAL
C PARAMETERS nF FINITE PRECESION
CALL FILTER (UP, ALFA1, BET A 1, ALF A 2, 3 ETA 2, ALF4 3, BE TA3, SI GM41 ,?HI ,OATA
*2,0MGAC,DLTAT)
C CALCULATION OF ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR
ER =0. ODO


















D - Computer Program No. 8 . Program to calculate the rms error due to
truncation in the number of bits of the
RLC components of the conventional direct
digital filter.
C **** FREQUENCY REspqnCE ****
ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR DUE TO TRUNCATION IN NO. ^ BITS








D8 CHEBECHEV LOW-PASS FILTER WITH RS=L.O ********
C COMPONENT VALUES
C INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITANCE VALUES IN HENRIES, AND FARADS
NORMALIZED TO CRITICAL FREQUENCY QF 1 RAD/SEC AT 3 08 POINT
C WI T H RL=1
C
RS = 1. 0D0
AL1=1 .789600
C2 = l. 2961D0







C FILTER SCiLE FACTOR IS CO EF
COEF = (Rl+RS) /RL
*p n-A 6,37) :oef
37 FCf5 ,J,i-(7X ,• ~hE FIL'ER SCALE FACTOR I S . . .. ' , E12 . 5, //)
WRITE (6,27)
27 FORMA T(5Xf 'THE UNSCALED COMPONENT VALLES ARE',//)
WPI"E(6,22) AL1,C2, AL3,C4, AL5,C6,AL7 „_ „,_ c _ w22 FORMAT! SX.'Lla* ,E 12. 5 ,3X , 'C 2=' , E12. 5 , • L3 = ' ,E12 . 5 ,3X , • = ' ,E12.5,3X
1,» L5=' ,E12.5,3X, «CS= »,E12.5,3X, 'L7=',E12.5, //)
WRI?E<6 t 28J RS,RL
28 F0R'1AT( 20X, «R S= ' , E 12. 5, 5X , • RL = ' ,E12.5,//)
C
C
C SPECIFY THE CUT OFF FREQUENCY IN RAD/SEC.
M GAC=i.ODO
C
C SAMPLING TIME 1ST
'=1.000
C
C FREQUENCY SCALING WITH PREWARPING IS SFREQ










29 FGRMA"(5X ,' T HE SCALEO COMPONENT VALUES ARE 1 ,//)
WRITE (6,22) AL1,C2 ,AL3 , O, AL5, C6 , AL7
r
C INPUT IN time DCAIN is UP
UP=1.0DO
C CALCULAT ION OF 'HE FREQUENCY RESPONCE OF T HE
C FILTER WITH PRACTICALLY INFINITE =REC£SION
C IN DROER 71 SET THE REFFERENCE DATA
C














gP K&lB&VJSffi^'SSM'Wfo "QUIRED NO.
*
Subroutine Graphx is given in Computer Program No. 1 of Appendix 1










CALL FILERR (UP ,RS, AL1,C2 , AL3 , C*» AL5 , C6, AL7 , RL , OMGAC, DATA,NOBTS, ER
*,T>
OUTPUT DATA SET UP
0ATA3( JJ, 1)=JJ






OLOT OF THE R.M.S. ERROR DUE T3 QUANTIZATION IN THE NO OF
BITS CF FILTER COMPONENT VALUES VERSUS THE NO. OF BITS
MR I T E(6,54)







'NO. OF BITS' , 15X, 'MEAN SOUAR ERROR 1 ,/)







SUBROUTINE FILTER(UP t RS
,M l ,C2 ,J\ L3 ,C4, AL5, C6t AL7, RL, OMGAC, DATA,T )
r" ^2R ?Y,T J»!£ £lLTE:i TAKES THE VALUE F THE INPUT IN THE TIME
£ RP M£i2 r2£v,? L 2T§ THE ^GNITUDE VE^s. FREQUENCY CURVEC OF THE CONVENTIONAL DIRECT DIGITAL FILTE
R
IMPLICIT RE*L*3 (A-H,0-Z)
CHM3 L EX*16 WT,Z ,Y,H
DIMENSION DA"A(210, 3) , DT { 210,3)DIMENSION 4(3) ,Y(7) '




AA1=( AL1 + AL3+AL5 + AL7) /PL +P S*{ C 2+C4+C6)AA2=(C4+Cb) *< AL1+AL3 + AL7-RS/RL) + C2* ( ALl + ( AL3 +AL5 + AL7 ) *RS/ RL ) +AL5* (
*'-c*C4*RS/RL )
4A3 = < ALl + AL3i*< AL5+AL7)*C4/RL + ( AL3 +AL5 ) *< C2*C6*PS + ( C6*AL 7+C 2*AL 1 ) /
*RL )+C 4*RS*< C2*AL3+AL5*C6)+AL1*AL7*(C2+C6)/RL
AA4= ( >iLl+AL7*RS/RL)*( AL5 *C6 *( C2 +C 4 ) +AL 3*C2* ( C 4+C 6 ) )+C 4*AL5*AL3*( C6
A £.5= AL1*<C2**L3*(C4*J A L5 + AL 7) +C 6* AL7) +AL5*C6* AL 7* (C2 + C4 ) ) /R L+AL3 *C
*4*AL5*CS*( AL7/RL+C2*RS )
AA6=C2*AL3*C4*AL5*C6* { AL7*RS/ RL + AL1
)
AA7=( AL1*C2*AL3*C4*AL5*C6*AL7) /RL










41 F0RMAT(5X, 'THE C3EF.0F H( S) =K /( S7+ A6*S6* A5* S5 +A A* S4+A3*S3 +A2*S2+lAl^l+AOJ ARE',/)
WP ITS ( 6,40) A(2),A(3),A(4),A(5) ,A(6) ,A(7),A(3)
40 FORMAT (5 X,» A6=« , E12.5,3X, »A5=',E12.5, 3X, 'A 4=' , E 12. 5, 3X , ' A 3= ' ,E12.51,3X,'A2 = ' ,E12.5 ,3X,' Al = « ,S12.5,3X,« A0 = « ,E12 .5,/ )
wc I7E(6,43) C0EF1
43 FCR«AT<5X,« K=« , E12.5, //)
u
c
C CALCULATION OF t H £ COEF. OF THE EON.
r
C 77654321









ALFA7=F7*-F6*A(2 ) + F5*A(3 ) + F4*A (4 )+F3 *A ( 5 ) +F2*A ( 6 J + F 1*A ( 7 ) +A( 8 )
ALFA 6=-7*F7-5*F6*A( 2)-3*F5*A(3)-F4*A(4) + F3*A(5) +3*F2*A(6) +5*F1*A(7
*) *7*A(3)
ALFA5=21*F7+9*F6*A(2)+F5*A(3)-3*F**A(4)-3*F3*A(5 ) +F2*A ( 6 ) +9*F i*A ( 7
*)+21*A( 3)
ALFa4=-35*F7-5*F6*A(2 )+5* F5*A ( 3 J +3*F4*A( A)- 3*F3*A ( 5 J- 5*F2*A ( 6)*5*F
*1*A( 7)+35*A( 8)
ALFA3 = 35-F7-5*«=6*A( 2)-5"F5*A( 3) +3*F 4*A( A) *3*F3* A ( 5) - 5*F2*A( 6 ) -5*F 1
**Am+35*A(8)
ALFA2=-21*F 7+9*F6*A< 2)-F 5*A ( 3 ) -3*F A* A( A) +3* F3* A (5 ) + F2 *A (6 )-9*Fl* A
(
*7 )+21 *A(8)
ALFA1 = 7*F7-5*F6*A(2 ) +3 *F5 *A (3 ) -FA* A ( A) -F3* A ( 5 ) +3*F2 *A (6 ) -5*F1 *A( 7 )
*+7*4( g)











MR IT E(6,3 8)
38 FOR^ATl 5X,' THE COEFFICIENTS OF H( Z ) =KU + Z ) 7/ ( Z7+A6 Z6 +A5Z5 +A 4Z4+A
*3Zi+A^Z2+AlZ+A0) ARE 1 ,///)
WP i'E (6 ,40 1 ALFA6,ALFA5,ALFA4,ALFA3,ALFA2, ALFA1.ALFA0








C INITIAL VALUES IN THE FREQUENCY OOMAIN
W=0.000
C





DO 110 J=l, 98
INITIAL VALUES IN TIME OCMAIN
ij P1=UPP
TT=0. 000



































ARRANGIGNG THE ^UT'UT DATA
OATA( J,1)=W
DAT^( J, 2 J=DA
DATA( J,3)=0.0D0
APRANGING THE DA T A FOR ^LOT SJ3RQUTINE
0T( J, 1} =DATA< J,l)
0T(J,2)=OATA( J, 2)






C WRITING AND PL0TIN3 THE FREQUENCY RESPCNCE
W D ITE(6,54)
54 FCPMAT('l')
wF IT E( 6,55)
55 FCB^AT(ZOX, « FREQ' ,21X , 'OUTPUT MO 1 •, 10X, 'OUTPUT NO 2')
wR ITE( 6,2 0) ( (OATA< N,M) , * = 1,3 ) , N=l,98
)
CALL GRaPHXtDT ,98,4HFRE0, 4HM4GN )






SU3R0UTIME FILERR(UP ,RS ,AL1,C2 ,AL3 ,C4,AL5 ,C6 , AL7 ,RL» OMGAC, DAT A, NO
*8TS» ER,7J
C SU3».0UTIME FILERR T *KES THE RDDT MEAN SQUARE VALUE OF THE ERROR
C BETWEEN UNTRUNCATED AMD TRUNCATED VALUE 3F THE HUT PUT IN THE









21 FORMA" (1DX, ^HE UNTRUNCi T ED VALUES ARE 1 ,/)
WRITE (6,2 2) AL1,C2 f AL3,C* T AL5,C6,AL7
22 F0RMAT(5X, ' L 1= ' ,E 12. 5,3X ,'C2 = ' , E12 . 5
,
3X, • L3 = ' »E12,
*t3X,' L5 = ' ,E12.5,3X, » C6= • , El 2. 5, 3X , » L 7= • ,E 12. 5, / /)
WRITE(6,28) RS,RL










WR I?E(6,33 ) N08TS
33 FORMAT(lox T « NO OF BITS =',I2,/J
C






Ci.= TOijNC( C^ ,N09TS)
AL5=TRUNC( AL5 ,NCBTS)
Cb=70JNC(C6 ,N03TS)
AL7=TRU K.'C( ALT ,NCBTS )
RL=TRUNC( RL ,N08TS)
*F rE(6,25)
25 F0RMA7(13X, '"HE TRUNCATED VALUES ARE')
WRITE (6,22) ALltC2iAL3tC*iAL5f C6.AL7
WP.ITE(c,28) RS,RL
C
Calculation of the frequency responce with complonents of
c finite 33ecesi0n
call filter(up ,rs,all,c2,al3tc^tal5,c6, al7, rl,0mgac,data2,t)
C






















E - Computer Program No. 9 . Program to calculate the rms error due to
truncation in the number of bits of the
RLC components of the conventional cascaded
digital filter.
C **** FREQUENCY RESPONCE ****
ROOT MEAN SQUARE ERROR DUE TO TRUNCATION IN NO. OF BITS
C FOR CONVENTIONAL CASCADED DIGITAL FILTER
C
IMPLICIT 9EAL*8 (A-'H,0-Z)
DIMENSION DAT A (21 3, 3)
DIMENSION DATA3(210,3)
C
C **********. 508 CHE3ECHEV LOW-PASS FILTER WITH PS=1.0 ********
C COMPONENT VALUES
C INDUCTANCE AND CAPACITANCE VA LJ ES IN HENRIEStANC FARAOS
NORMALIZED TO CRITICAL FREQUENCY OF 1 RAD/SEC AT 3 DB POINT












C FILTER SCALE FACTOR IS COEF
".OEF = (RL + RS)/RL
</ciTE(6,37) COEF
37 F0RMAT(7X,« THE FILTER SCALE FACTOR IS . . . . ' t E12 .5, // )
HP IT 5 ( 6,2 7)
27 F0aMA*(5X ,« THE UNSCALEO COMPONENT VALUES ARE',//)
us n;/ A.771 ai i .ri.Aii.ri.u ;. ri.An
c
22 P0RMA-(5X, »L1= ',E12. 5,2X, 'C 2= • , Ei2 . 5, • L3= ' ,E 12. 5 , 3X , • C4 = ' »E12.5»3X
1 ,' L5 = ' ,E12.5 J 3X,'C5=' , E12.5,3X, 'L7=« ,E12.5, //)WRITE(6,28) RS,RL






C SPECIFY THE CUT 3FF FREQUENCY IN RAD/SEC.
OMGAC=1.3D0
C
C SAMPL ING T IME IS T
T=l.OCO
r









WRITE (6 t 29 J
29 F0RMAT(5X,' THE SCALED COMPONENT VALUES ARE', //)
WR IT E(6, 22) ALl,C2,AL2,C4 f AL5,C6,AL7
C
C INPUT IN TIME DCMAIN IS JP
UP=1.0DO
C
C CALCULATION OF THE FREQUENCY RESPONCE OF THE
C FILTER WITH PRACTICALLY INFINITE PRECESION
C IN ORCER TO SET T HE PEFFERENCE DATA




C CALCULATION OF THE ERROR IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN DUE
C TO QUANTIZATION OF THE FILTER COMPONENT VALUES TO THE REQUIRED NO.
Subroutine Graphx is given in Computer Program No. 1 of Appendix 1




CALL FI LERR (UP ,RS,ALl f C2 ,AL3 ,Ot AL5 , CS »AL7 , RL t CMGAC t DAT A ,N08TS, ER
*»TJ
OUTPUT DATA SET UP
DA'i3 (JJt 1)=JJ














QUANTIZATION IN THE NO






FORMAT< • l« )
WRITE (6, 55)
F0RMAT{2DX f • NO. OF 81 ts» , 15X, • M EAN SOUAR ER20R',/)
WPITE(6, 20) ((DATA3IN f M) , M=l , 3 ) N=L ,2 0)







SUBROUTINE FI LTERtUP t RS ,ALl f C2 ,AL3 , C4 ,AL5 ,C6 , AL7 , RL, OMGAC, DATA,T )
C SUBROUTINE FILLER TAKES T HE VALUE OF THE INPUT IN THE TIME
C DOMAIN AND PLOTS THE MAGNITUDE VERS. FREQUENCY CURVE
C OF THE CONVENTIONAL CASCADED DIGITAL FILTER
IMO L iciT REAL*8 (A-HtO-Z)
CDMPLEX*16 WT,Z,Y,H
DIMENSION 0ATA(213,3) ,DT{ 210,3)
DIMENSION A(8),Y<7)






AAL = ( ALH-AL3 + - L5+AL7) /RL+RS* (C2+C4 + C6)
AA2=(C4+C6) *( ALH-AL3*AL7*PS/RL) +C2*
(
ALl+( AL3+A L5+AL7) *RS/ RL) +AL5*
(
*C6+C4*RS/ RL )
A£3 = < AL1+AL3)*< AL5+ AL7) *C4/RL + ( AL3 +AL5 ) *{ C2 *C6 *RS +{ C6*AL7+C2*AL1 )
/
*RL)+C 4*RS *(C2*AL3+AL 5*C6 )+A|_l*AL7*(C2+C6) /RL
AA<*=< AL1 + AL7*RS/RLJ*( AL5*C6*(C2 +C4- ) + AL3*C2* ( C4+C6 J )+C 4*AL 5*AL 3*( C6
*+C2* p S/RL )
AA5= ALl*(C2*AL3*(C4*( AL5 *AL7 ) +C 6*AL 7 ) +AL 5*C 6* AL 7* ( C 2+C 4) ) /RL+AL3*C
*^-Al5-C6-( AL7 /RL+C2*RS)
A£b=C2*AL3*C4*Ai5*:6*{AL7*PS/RL>ALl)
A*7 = < AL1*C2*AL3*C4*AL5*C6*AL7)/RL
A ( 1 ) * 1 . 00
A (2)=AA6/AA7
A( 3J=AA5/AA7






W c IT E( 6,41 )
41 F0RMA"(5X ,' "HE COEF.OF HIS i = K/ < S7+A1*S6+A2*S5+A 3*S4+A4*S3+A 5*S2>
LAt*Sl+A7) ARE',/)
WBI"E (6,40) A(2),A(3),»(4),A(5),A(6),A(7) ,A(8)
4-0 FORMAT (5x , ' Al = ' , El 2 . 5 , 3X , • A2= ' , EI2 . 5 , 3X, • A 3= • , E 12. 5, 3X , • A 4= • , E 12 .5
1,3X, '^5=' ,E 12. 5,3X,' A 6=' ,E12.5,3X, • A7 = ' ,E12.5,/)
WP.IT E(6,43 i C0EF1
C
C CALCULATION OF THE COEF. CF THE EON.
C H(S)= K/ (S2+A1*S + 31) (S2+A2*S+82)(S2+A3*S+63) (S + B4)
C
C
4 3 F0RMATC5X ,' «=• ,E12.5,//)
N0EG=7
C
C SueROUT IME ZP^LR GIVES TH E ROOTS OF THE POLYNOMIAL OF DEGREE 'N«
CALL ZPOLR( A,ND£G,r , IER)
a i=-2 ,ODO*REALl Y( 1) )
Fi=RE~L(Y(l ) j**2+AI M AG{Y( l)J**2
o 2=-2.CD0-REAL( V(3) )
F2*REAL(Y(3))**2+4l MAG(Y( 3))**2
?3=-2.0D3-REAL(Y(5) )
F3=REAL(YI 5)l**2*Al M *G(Y<5n**2
Pv=-REAL{Y(7) )
Pf> = l. 000/AA7
42 FCR^A^tsxf'-HE CO£F . OF H ( S ) ARE
1 h(S)=K/<S2+A1*?*«D (S2+A2SS + B2 ) (S2 + A3*S+B3 ) ( S+34 ) • ,//)
*F ITE(6,60) ?1,F1,P2,F2,03,F3,P4,COEF1
C CALCULATION OF THE COEF OF H t Z) WITH SAMPLING PERIOD OF T
C





6 FORM AT dx,' Al = « , El 2 .5 , IX , •« 1= •, E 12. 5, 2X , *\ 2= ' » E-12 .5 , 1 X, ' B 2= • »E12.5l,2X f • A3 = « ,E12.5 ,1X,« B3 = ' ,E12.5, 2Xt ' A<i*i!E12.5»3x f •K=« f E12.5t// )F=2.000/T
FF=F*F
8 1 = 2. 00 0*(F1-FF J/(FF + P1*F + F1J
D1=(FF-=>1-F + F1) /(FF+P1*F+F1)
8 2=2. 0D0*(F2-FF)/(FF+P2*F+F2J
2=( FF-:>2*F*F2) /( FF + P 2*F + F2 )
83=2 .0 00* ( F3-FF )/ (FF+P3*F+F3)
D3=( FF-P3*F+F3) /(FF + P3*F + F3)
3^=( 34-F) /( P4+F)
C0EF2=C0EFi/( (P<t+F) *( FF+F*P 1 + F1 J *( FF + F*P2+F2 ) *( FF *F*P 3+F3)
)
WRITE{6,66) „
_„,66 FOPM* T(5X, 'THE COEF. OF Z**- 1 ANO Z**-2 IN QUADRATURE FORM AND TOT
lAi. MULTLY1NG FACTOR K ARE... 1 ,/)
WR IT El 6, 6 0) 3 1,D1,82,D2,33,D3,34,C0EF2
C
UPP=UP*C0EF2
C FREQUENCY RANGE IS CHOSEN TO BE TWICE THE CRITICAL FREQUENCY
C FREQUENCY INCREME^ 1"
0LW=0MGAC/5
C
C INIT I4L VALUES IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
W=0.ODO
C





DO 110 J=l, 98









































C ARRANGING THE DATA FOR PLOT SUBROUTINE
224

OT(J tl)=DATA( J,l )
JT( J»2)=DATA( J, 2)




C WRITING AND PLOTING THE FREQUENCY RESPONCE
WftFEC6tS4J
54 FORMAT*' l« )
ws ITE( 6,55)
55 FOIWATf20Xi 'FRE9' ,2LX, "OUTPUT NT 1 •, 10X, 'OUTPUT NO 2')
WRITE (6,2 0) ( (DATA1N, v) ,v=l,3),N=l,98i
C~IL GRAPHXOT, 98,4HF?E3f 4HMA3N)







SUBROUTINE FILERR (UP ,RS ,AL1 ,C2 ,AL3 ,C4 ,AL5 , C6 , AL7 ,RL, OMGAC, DATA, NO
*B7S, ER,TJ
SUBROUTINE FILERR TAKES THE ROOT MEAN SQUARE VALUE OF THE ERROR
C BETWEEN UMTRUNCATED ANO TRu«jr AT £ D VALUE OF THE OUT PUT IN THE
C FREQUENCY DOMAIN AND ALSO PLOTS THE FINITE PRECESION FREQUENCY
C RESPONCE
C




54 FORMATCl 1 )
WRITE (6,21)
21 FlRMATdOX, 'THE UNTRUNCATED VALUES ARE*,/)
WR I "E (6 ,22) AL1,C2,AL3,C4,AL5, C6, AL7
22 FC5MAT( 5X,' Ll = ' ,E12. 5,3X,'C2 = ' , El 2. 5 , 3X , • L3 =• ,E12.5,3X, • C4= • ,E12.5
*,5X,«L5= , ,Ei2.5,3X,'C6=',E12.5, 3X, • L7=« ,E12. 5 ,//)
WRI-E(6,28) RS,RL











33 FORMA'dOX,' NO OF BI T S =«,I2,/)
C
PERFORMING THE TRUNCATION PROCESS TO REQUIRED NO. OF BITS ,









RL = TRUNC{ RL ,NOBTS)
WR ITE( 6,25)
25 FGR*'A7<13X,«THE TRJNCATED VALUES ARE')
WRITE (6,22) AL1,C2,AL3,C4,AL5, C6 , AL7
WRITE16,28) RS,RL
C
CALCULATION OF THE FREQUENCY RESPONCE WITH COMPLONENTS OF
C FINITE 30 E:ESION
C..LL FILTER (JD ,RS, AL 1, C 2 , AL3, C 4, AL 5,C6, AL7, RL, OMGAC ,DA TA2,T)
r
C CALCULATION OF RODT MEAN SQUARE ERROR
EP=O.ODO
00 '13 KK= 1 98
ER=ER +(DATAUK, 2)-0ATA2(KK,2) )**2
213 CCN-INUE
ER=5R/98.0D0


















• Computer Program No. 10
. Program to calculate the sensitivity func-
tion of the seventh order low pass wave digital filter with respect





C ********** FREQUENCY DOMAIN ************
C
q ******* SENSITIVITY FUNCTION OF THE FILTER **=»*********
C
C WITH RESPECT tq L »s AND C'S ,RS,AND RL
C A NO ALSO WITH RESPECT ^0 WAVE DIGITAL PARAMETERS







OI^ENS ION DATAGI210, 3 )
DIMENSION DaTAl (210,3 )
DIMENSION 0^TA2(210,3)
DIMENSION DAT A?(^10,3 )
DI MENSl'JN DATA- (213 t3 )
DIMENSION J^TA5(2iO,3)









C ********** .508 CHEBECHEV LOW-PASS FILTER WITH RS*1.0 ********
RS = 1. CDO
AL1=1 .78960C







C FIL'ER SCALE FACTOR F POM DATA IS CDEF
COEF = (RL*R5) /RL
«z ITE(6,37) C3EF
37 FCRMAT(7X ,• THE FILT ER SCALE FACTOR IS ....', E 12 . 5» // )
C
WD I"E(6, 19) ALlfC2fAL3fC4,AL5tC6.AL7
19 FORMA*(5X,' SER LI = • , F3 .4 , 2X, ' S HT C2= • . F8 .4 , 2X , • SEP L3= • , F8. 4, 2X , '
*SHT C4='tF3.*t2X, 'SER L5= * , F8 .4 , 2 X, ' SH T C6= • , F8 .4 ,2X , ' S ER L7 = ',F8.
**,/)
WRI T E(6,18) RL,BS
18 FORMAKIGX,' RL=' t FS. *,5X f 'RS=« f F3.4 f /)
C
C SPECIFY THE CUT OFF FREQUENCY IN RAD/SEC.
0MGAO1.QD0
C
C SAMPLING PERIOD IS CLTAT
DLTAT=1.000
C
C SCALE TO NORMALIZE T HE ELEMENT VALUES ,AS ''ELL 4S TAKING INTO
C ACCOUNT T«E EFFECT OF SAMPLING TIME AND FREQUENCY SCALE









C CALCULATION TO FIND THE TERMINATING RESISTANCE CF EACH ELEMENT
C A>'C WAVE DIGITAL FILT"^ MULTIPLIER COEFFICIENTS
C WITH NO DELAY FREE 3 1Th ON PORT TWO









































F0RMAT(5X,' THE WAVE DIGITAL FILTER YULTI°LIER CCEFFICIEMTS APE....
'MR re 16 ,10 ) S IGVA1,S IG MA2,SIG MA3,SIGM44,SIG M A5, SIGMA6 t SIGMA 7 f PHI
FORMA T( /,4X ,' SI GMA1*' ,F6.4,4X,' SiGMA2=>' , F6 .4 ,4X , ' S IGMA3= • ,F6 .4,4X ,
*'S IG*A4= ' ,F6.4, AX, • S I G M i 5= • , F 6. 4, AX , • 5 IGMA 6 = • ,F 6. 4 ,4X , ' SI GM A7 = • , F6
*.4 ,4X ,' PHI = ' ,F6.4)
I H PULSE INPUT
AS=1.CD0
JP=AS*COEF
TC THE FILTER WITH MAGNITUDE IF A$=l
FREQUENCY RANGE IS (
FREQUENCY INCREMENT
OLTAW-GMGAC /SO. DO
HOSEN TO BE TWICE THE CRITICAL FRECUENCY
PREMULTIPLICATI CN OF
COEFFICIENTS OF PARTIAL
W ITH RESPECT TO L «S ANO
DIFFRENTI ATION
C'S ,RS,AND RL
OF SIGMA" S AND PHI
A1 = 1L1/(R l + AL 1) **2
A2=A1*C2*R1/(SIG^A1+R1*C2J**2
A3«4 2*R2*AL3/{ SIGMA2* R2+AL3 1**2
A4=A3*G3*C4/l S I G ,J, A3 *G3+C4 J **2
A5=A4-R4* «L5/ (^ IGMA4-R4+ AL5 J**2
Afc=A 5*G5*C6 /( SIGMA5*G5+C6)**2
A7 = A6*R6*Al 7/ (S IG^ A6 *R 6 +AL7 )**2




36=9 5 3 G5*r6/( S IG«A5*G5+C6 )**2
B7=56-*R6* AL7/ (S IGMA6 = ?6 +A L7 J**2
B 6=- 2*3 7*0 7 *=RL/( 51 GM A 7*G7 +R L) ** 2
D2=-G2/(G2 + C2)**2
5=02*R2=£L 3/ ( SIGMA 2*^2+ A L3)**2
0^ =03 *G3 *C4 / { S I GM A3 *G3 + C 4 ) ** 2
5=D4*R4*AL5/( 3 IG MA4* G^.* AL5 ) **2
D6=05*G5*C6/( SIGMA5*G 5>CM**2




5 + AL1 *
12=-R L*R1*C2/U SIGMAl + Rl = C2J* (R1 + AL1J )**2
13*82 *R2*AL3/( S IGM A2*R2*AL3)**2j^=33-G3*CA./( SIGMA3*G3+C4)**2












E 53€4*R4*AL5/( SIGMA'** R'i +AL5)**2
Eo=E5*G5*C6/(SIG«A5*G5+C6)**2
E7=E6*<?6* At 7/ (<: IG l<A6*Pfc *AL7i**2
E 6=- 2*E 7*G 7 *Rl / ( SI 3M A7*G7+R Li ** 2
P<t=-G4/(G4 +C4)**2
P5=34*R4*AL 5/( SIGM*4*R4+AL5)**2
P6=»5*G5*CS /( 3 i GNU5*vJ5+C6 )**2
P 7=D 6*R6*-L7/( SIG ,>'A6^06»-AL7)**2
p g=-2*P7*G7*RL/ (SI3MA7=G7*RL)**2
Q5=-R5/(R5+AL5)**2
0g=0 5*G5*'"6/( SIGM4 5*3 5*-C 6)**2




38=-2*S7*G7^.L/i 3I3"A 7 37-rRLi ** 2
U7=-R 1/{R7+AL7) **2
U8=-2*U7*G7*RL/ (S IG'4 4 7*G7+R L ) **2
V8=2*G7*SIGMA7/(RL*G7*SIGMA7)**2
INITI AL VALUES IN FREQUENCY DOMAIN
W = 0.0 CO
I ITERATION IN THE FREQUENCY DOMAIN
************* ********T=**:v:***********
DO liC J=i, S8




Hl=OC >PLX< D.CDO,0. ODD)
H2 = DC y DLX(0.G00, CO DO )
H3=DCf°LX( 0.000 ,0.0 DO)
H4=DC*°LX( 0. COO, 0. GOO)
H5 = 0C M ?LX (J .0 CO ,0 .0 00 )
Hfc=OC "PLXi 0.000,0.0 00)
H7=0CM°LX( 0.00 0,0.00 0)








































































































































































































OX 72 4 = C. 00
0X733=0.000





























C ITTESATION IN THE TIME DOMAIN
Q $***:*«***-;**:***** *******:»:»*******
00 IOC I =1 ,480
231

031=022+? IGNA3*(D41 -022 t- Y43-Y33 )
21=D31-012+Y33 + SIGMA2*(D 12-Y23)
D11 = C11+S i^'-'-il * (021-C ll+Y 23-V 13}















































M A2*( 0? 112+0X114-0X1 23
24-QXl 43+$IGMA3*(0X 143
MA4*fD8132+DX134-DXl5 3




22+0X1 53+ ?IGMA4 :!: (03 122
'<A3*( 0^14 1-03 122+3X143
12+0X133 + SIGMA2=MD9112















DIFFERENTIATION WITH RESPECT TO SIGMA2
DB212—DX223+SIGMAl*t 0X22 3-0X214)
OB 2*2=0X233 +S I GHA2*i OB 21 2+0 X2 14-0X2 33-0X22 4 ) +01 2+ Y14-Y33-Y24
0E232=D3222+0X2 24-0X2 43+SIG'iA3 :MCX2'+2-';X234)
OB 242=0X2 5 3 + 31 GKA4*< 82 32 + 0X2 34-0X2 53-0X2 44)
OP 25 Z = 2242+0X2 44-0 X2b3+S I GM A 5* (0X2 6 2-0X254)
D52o2=0X2 73+SIG»a6*( 625 2 OX254-0X2 73-DX264 )
Ob 272=08262+0 X2 64-0 X2 72+ SI GMA7* ( 0X2 72-0X274)
OA272 = 0B272 *P M I
36 271 =032 62 +S I G '^7 * ( A27 2-0326 2 +0X2 72-0X2 73 )
DBi6 1=08271-03 2 52+3X273+ £ I
G
M A o* ( 03252-0X263 )
05251 =03242 +SIGVA5* ( 0826 1-03242 +0X263-CX253 )
3B24i = 08 251-0b2 22+0X2 52+SIG'-U4MD62 32-CX243 )
0E2j1=DB222+S IGM43*( 03 241-0°.222+0 X243-0 X233)
0B22l=0323L-0 82 12+0X2 33 + ^IG'U2<=( 062 12-0X223 ) + 01 2-Y23
08 211 = SIGMA 1* ( 03 221 + 0X22 3-D X2 13)
OIFFRENTIATIGN WITH RESPECT TO SIGMA3
3B312=-DX2 2 3+SIGMA1* (0X3 2 3-0X314)
06 322 = 0X333+? I GM i2 *( 331 2+0X3 14-0X3 2 2-0 X324 )
6 33 2 =033 2 2 +0X3 24-0X3 <+3+S IGMA3*( 0X343-0X334 J+Y4 2-Y34
DP24 2=0X3 53 + SI3*£4=( 62 2 2+0 <3 34-0 X3 5 3-0X344
)
06352=08342+0X344—DX363+S [GMA 5* (0X363-0X354)
DB 362=0X3 73 + SI G M Ab* t J 82 5 2+0 <3 54-0X3 7 3-0X364 )
63 7 2 = 033 o2-OXj 64-3 X_> 72+ S I GMA7* (0X3 7 2-0X374)
0A372=06372* 3 MI
03 371 = 05 362 +S I G *A 7* ( 13 72 -0 33 6 2 +0X3 7 2-0X3 73 )
DB36 1=0837 1-033 52+0X373+S IGM4 6*(D33 52-0 X363J
DB 351 =08342 +Si G V A5 * ( 52b 1-0 33^2+0X3 6 3-0X3 53 )
DB 341=08351-03 3 32+0 X3 53+SIGMA4* ( DB332-DX343
0835 1=033 2 2 +S I G*' *3 *( a 34 1-033 11 +0X 3 4 2-0 X333 ) +0 4 1-02 2+ Y4 3- Y3 3
DB32 1=0833 1-083 12+0X333+SIGMA2* ( 33 1 2-CX 323
)
063ll=S IGK4 1*(0 Q 321+0XJ2J-0X313)
DIFFRENTIATION WITH ?ES?ECT TO SIGMA4
8412 =-0X42 3 + SIG MAI* (0X42 3-0X41 4)
0B422 = 0X433 + SIGMA2 li ( 3 4 1 2 + X4 14-0 X4 2 2-0 X42 4 )
84 32 =03422 0X424-0X443+SIGM A3* (0X442-0X434)
36 442=0X45 3+5!GVA4^{ 06*32+0X434-0X453-0X444 ) +C3 2+Y3 4-Y53-Y44
D8452=08442+0X444-OX463+SIG
1
A5 A ( 0X46 2-0 X 4 54
08 46 2=0X473+? IG V A6* ( 845 2 +0X454-0X47 3-0X464




0B471=0B46 2 +S IG^ A 7 * ( D A47 2-08 46 2+0X 4 72-0 X473 )
D 6 46 i =0 3 4 7 1 -I3 3 4 52 * X 4 73 + S I G M A6 * ( 34 5 2- OX 46 3 J
06 45 1 = 03 442 +S IGMA5*( D84o 1-D3 442+0X46 3-0 X453 )
C
C DIFFRENTIATIQN WITH RESPECT TO SIGMA5
C
DB512=-0X52 3 +STGMU*{ 0X52 3-0X5 14)
03 52 2=0X5 33 +?IG ,"A2*( C35 1 2+DX 5 14-OX 5 2 3-0X524
)
DB532=DB 522+0 X524-0 X543+SIGM A3* ( DX5 43-DX534 )
0B5t2=0X55^+SI GMA4*( OB 532+0 X534-0 X5 53-0 X544
)
03 552=03 5t2+0X5-e4-0X5 63 + 5IGM A3* I CX5 63-QX554 J+Y6 3-Y54
03 562=0X573+ SI 3 *A 6* ( 0^55 2+0X5 54-0X5 73-0X56 4)
035/2 = 03562 +0X564-0X5 72 + 5 I GM\ 7*( 0X572-0X574)
0*572=08572
-°Hi
0?57i=035o<; + SIG u A7*( A 5 72-03 562+0 X 5 72-0 X 573 )
0E5o l=035 7L-O65 52+OX5 73+SIG M A6*( 385 5 2- 3X563 )
08 55 1=03 5<+2+ SI 3 '''A5--'5 ( 356 1-0 35 42+0X563-0X55 3 )+C6 1-C4 2 + Y6 3-Y53
DB54l=0B55 1-03532+0X5 53+SIGM A4*< 03 5 2 2-0X543 )
b 53 1=0 35 22 +n [3^3* I 85+1-085 2 2 +0X 543-CX533 )
03 521=D853i-D*5l2+0X533+SIGMA2*< 03512-0X523 )
35ll = S IGMA1*( 03521 +0X523-0X513)
C
C OIFFRENTI ATI3N WITH RESPECT TO SIGMA6
c
C
08612=-0X62 3+SI SMA1*< 0X623-OX614)
8o22=CX63-i+SIG^A2*< 03612+0X614-0X63 3-0X624)
DB632*DB622+0X624-0X643+SIG'-1A3*( 0X6 4 3-0X634)
DB642S0X653+SIGMA4*< 3 632+0 X6J4-0X6 5 3-0X644)
OE65 2 = 036 42 +0X6 44-0X6 63 + 5 I G 1 A 5* ( 0X6 6 3-0 X654)
3 662=0X673 + 513 V A6* { 36 52 +0X65 t-OAo 7 3- OX 664 ) +05 2 +Y54-Y73-Y64
367 2=03o6 2+0 Xo 6+-0 X6 72+ SI G -U 7* (0X6 7 2-0X6 74)
0A67^ =03672*PHI
06 67 1=03 toe2 + SIG v A7=(0A672-DB662 +0X6 72-0X673 )
0eo6i = 036 7i-03 6 52+0X6 73 + SIG'^A6*( 03652-3X663) +0 52- Y63
D8651=0B642+SIGMA5*< 08661-03642 +0X6 6 3-3X653
8 64 1=08 65 1 -03
6
32+0X6 53+ S I GMA4*( 036 3 2-0X643)
05031 = 03622+^ i5'-;A3-{ 3 Q6- 1-03 o 22 +0X6 4 2-0X633 >
3 62 1=03 63 1-0 36 12 + 0X633 + <: IG'1A2* ( 036 12-0X62 3 )
CB61i.= 5 IGMA 1»( 3B621+Q Xo23-0Xo 13)
C
C OIFFRENTIATI ON WI TH RESPECT TO SIGMA7
C —
C
03 712=-OX72 3+5IGMA1*( DX7? 2-0X71 4)
087 22 = 0X733+3 I G'<A2*( 08712+0X714-0X7 3 2-0X724 )
0B732 =0672 2+0X72--0X743 +5 IG^A3 * I 0X7 43-CX7 34
Ob 74 2 =0X753 + 31 3 MA +=(0 3732 + 0X7 34-0X7 53-0X744)
0E752 = C8742+0X 7-4-0X7 63 +^ IG'-'A 5* ( X 7 33-0 X754)
03 762=0 X773 +51 G v Ab*( 08752 +0X7^4-0X7 73-0X764)
08 77^ = 03762+OX76t-3X7 72+5IG^A7-' (0X7 72-3X774) + Y72-Y74
0A772=08772 *°HI
J c 77 1=03 762+313 VA7~ ( A772 -08762 +0X7 7 2-CX 773 ) +C7 2-C62 + Y72-Y7 3
8 76l = Q 771-03752+0X773+SIG". \(t*{ J8 7 52-3X753)
OB 75 1 =0B742 +SIGPA5*< 03761 -06742 +0X 7 6 3-0X753 )
08 741=03 75 i-08 732+OX 753+3 IGMA4MDB732-0X743)
D673l=0B722+S I GMA3*C 0874 1-05722+0X74 2-0X733)
DS721 =0873 1 -087 12+0X733 +5 IGMA2*( 087 12-0X723 J
03 711 = SIG*A 1*( 3721+ 0X723-0X7 13)
C
C QIFFRENTIATICN WITH RESPEC TO PHI
c
C
08312=-0X323+SI GMAI * ( CX823-0X314)
DB822=0X833+SIGMA2*(D3S12+0X8 14-0X8 33-0X824
J
Oe332= C38 22 +0X8 24-OX 3 43 +S IGMA 3* (0X8 43-0X834)
33 842=3 XS5 3 + Si G W A4= ( 85 3 2+0X3 34-0X3 5 3-0X3 44
)
083 5 2= 08 842 +0 X 3 44-0 Xd 63+ S I G M A 5* I X3 6 2- 3 X854
233

0° 36 2 = 3X3 73+5 13*46* (3*85 2 + 0X3 5 4-3X8 73-
6372 =0S3^2+0y8 64-3X3 72 + SIG M A7*(CX3 7 2-
04 872=03872*PHI+072
0B87i=D8862+3 I 3'M7*( 3 J3 72-D8 3o2 +0X6 7 2-
08861=06371-032 52+3 < ? 73 + S IG *4o * ( J 33 5 2-
08 8 5 1 = 33 342+ SI 3 V A5 :M 0*66 1-03 3^2+3X3 63-
3 884 I* DB8 5 1-0B3 32 +0X 3 53 + S IGMA4* ( DB 3 2 2-
06831=08 822 + SIG l»A3* ( 3534 1-038 22 +0X &43-
06821 = 03831-03612 +3X333+ SIGMA2* (366 12-
08 311 SIGKAl -(0362 1+0X3 23-0X3 13 J




































































































































































































































H3=H3*( 1. 00+ PHI )/2
H4=H4=>< 1.00G+°HI)/2
H5=H5*( I. OOO+PHI )/2
Ht>=H6*( 1. OOO+PHIJ fZ
F.7 = H7*<1 .OOO+OHD/2
H8=H8*< L. COO+PH IJ/2+H/2
ARRANGING T hE OUTPUT DA T A IN FREOUENCY DOMAIN







Oa7A5( J, 1 J = W
DATA6C J,1)=W
0AT47( J, l) = W
0ATA8 (J,i ) = W
AP'iMGING THE NORMALIZED
S IGMA'St AND PHI
















































































CO ASS ( Fl J





T0=A1*H1+4 2*H2+4 3*H3+A^*H4+ A5*H 5+ 4 6* H 6 + 4 7<: H 7+4 3*H8






























ARRANGING THE NORMALIZED OUTPUT DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO
L'StC 'StRSt AMO RL
NOTE THAT F^R ThE CASE OF RS=0 NON NORMALIZED VALUES ARE
ARRANGED FOR SECTION ONE ONLY
OATAO( J, 3 )=CQA3S(~3 )*PS
I FfRS.Lc. 1.00-15 J DA r AO( J ,3 ) =CDABS ( TO )
DATAICJ»3)=CDABS(TI)*AL1
IF ( RS .LE.l .00-15) OA-AK J , 3 ) = CDABS ( Tl )
DATA2C J t 3) = C0ABSIT2)*C2
DAT A3 (Jt 3 )=CJA6SIT3)**L3
DATAM J,3}=CDA3 5( T4)*C4
DAT! 5( J,3) = CDA3 S(T5) *AL5
0A T A6 (J,3)=C3A5S(TS ) *C6











IF(3S .GT.1.0D-15) GO TO 555
WRI'E(6»50)
F0R'"AT(35X. 'NON NORMALIZED VALUES',//)
MR HE (6,49)




F0RMA7(20X, •F*.EQ , ,40X, ' ( (0 /P ) /D( R S ) ) *RS' ,//)
CONTINUE
WUTEC6.20J ( (DATA0(N,M) ,M=1 ,3) ,N = 1 ,98)
CALL GRAPHX (OAT A0,98, AHFR £0, 4HM AG . )
WRITEI6.54)
IF(RS .GT.l.OD-15) GO TO 333
MRITEC6 f 50J
rfP ITE( 6, 51)
FCPMA'(23X, • F^EO' ,15X, 'D( 0/°)/D(SIG'', A 1) ',9X, 'D( 0/P) /D(RL) » , //)
GO TO 444
CO NT INUE
WRITE (6 ,5 5)
FCRMATI ZOA, 'FREC ,UX,' (3(0/ D )/C( SI GMAi n^S IGMA1' ,4X, ' (0(0/0)/D(L1
*) ) *L1 '.// )
CON" INUE
WP[TE(6, 20) ( (DATAK N,M) ,M=t,3) ,N-L|98J
CALL GRAPH* (DAT Al, 9 8 , 4HFR EO , 4HMAG. )
WP ITE( 6,54)
WRITE (6, 56)
FORMA T( 20X, , FREQ , ,11X, , (0(0/P)/0(SIG W A2))*SIGMA2',4X,MC(0/P)/D(L2
*) )*C2' ,// )




FORM A" ( 20X, 'FREOSliXtMOtO/PJ/Ol SIGMA 3) )*SIGMA3' ,4X, • ( D ( 0/ P) /D ( L3
*) )*L3 • ,//)





WR ITEI 6, 58)
5 8 F0RMATC23X, ' FREQ* , 1 IX , • ( D( O/P )/D( 3 I GM 44) )*SIGMA4« , 4X, ' ( ( O/P) /0 ( L4
*) )*C4' , //)
WP IT E( 6,20) ( (0<\T4 4< N,M) ,M=1, 3) ,N = 1,9 6)
CALL GRAPHX (OAT £4,9 3 , 4HFR EO, 4hM $G . J
WR ITE(6,54)
WRITE I 6 ,59)
59 FORMAT! 20X , «FRE C , 1 1 X , • ( (O/P ) / 0{ SI GMA5 ) ) *S I GMA5 ' ,4X , ' ( D ( C/ P ) /O (L 5
*) )*15',// )




60 FQR'1A-(20X, , FREQ',llX, , (D(O/P)/0(SIGMA6))*SIGMA6 , ,4X,«(D(O/P)/D(L6
*) )*C6« ,//)
*R IT E (6,23 ) [ tOATA6(NtM) , «= I, 3) ,N= 1 , 9 6)
CALL GRAPHX ( A7 A6 , 93 , 4HF R EO, 4HM AG. )
wc F E(6,54)
WRITE (6 .61)
6 1 FORMAT! ZOXy "FRE C , 1 1 X , ' k D (0 /P ) / 0( S I GMA7 J ) *S IG V A7 • ,4X , • I D ( C/ P ) / C ( L7
*) ) »L7 •,//
J
WRI~E(6,20) { I0A-A7 (^,MJ , v=I , 3 ) , N=L , 93 )




62 FCR'U-(20X, • FREO' ,i IX , • ( D( O/P )/ D ( PH I ) ) *46S( PH I ) ' , 4X , • ( ( /P ) /D (R L )
*)**L' ,//)
WR IT E( 6,2 ) ( (0A T <13(.M,M) ,M= L, 3) ,N= 1 , 9S)
CALL GRAPHX (0AT A3,9 3 ,4HFRE0,4HMAG.
J
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